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ABSTRACT

This document contains teacher materials for a
4-unit, 1-year marketing education course in advertising and sales
promotion offered in grades 11 and 12 in North Carolina. The preface
contains a rationale for the development of the course, a course
description,course objectives, a list of the instructional units of
the course, and a list of the sections contained in each unit. A
separate statement, which describes promotion
activities
intended to enable gOods and services to appear favorable to
customers) as a major function of marketing states that this guide's
purpose is tOprovide high school students with the initial training
for career areas such as display, advertising, and sales promotion.
Fifty-six competency objectives are _fisted for the course. Subjects
of the four instructional units are: overview of advertising and
-promotion; advertising, and publicity; visual merchandising/display;
and selling. Components of each unit are: (1) a table of contents for
the unit; (2) the competency goal statement and competency
objectives; (3) a content-teaching outline; (4) student activities;
(5) evaluation measures; (6) keys to the test items; and (7)
references. (CML)
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PREFACE

BACKGROUND
In the 1987 Program of Studies, Advertising and Sales Promotion was identified as a

Marketing Education course to be offered in grades ten through twelve. This curriculum guide
was developed to be used as a resource in planning and teachingthe course.
COURSE DESCRIPTION
Advertising and Sales Promotion is designed for students who are interested in a *Career in
the proMotionefield. Internships, simulations, and co-op experiences may be used to expand
practical application of the course content.
COURSE OBJECTIVES
The broad objectives for students enrolled in Advertising and Sales Promotion are to:
A.
Make realistic decisions about their future in a promotional career.
B.
Increase their sales promotion competence through classroom instruction,
individual projects and other occupational experiences.
C.
Develop their desire to further their education in their chosen marketing field.

GUIDE CONTENTS/ORGANIZATION
The Advertising and Sales Promotion guide consists of the following units of instruction:
A.
Overview of Advertising and Promotion
B.
Advertising and Publicity
C.
Visual Merchandise/Display
D.
Selling
These units were written for the course to be offered for a year. If the course is offered
for only a semester, it is recommended that each unit be included and that the number of student
activities be reduced. Each unit consists of the following sections:
- A table of contents
- The competency goal statement and competency objectives
- A content/teaching outline

- Student activities (SA)
- Evaluation measures (CTIB)
- Keys to the test items
- References (PR)
To the right of the outline are planning notes, indicating when the above items should be
used, with space to add additional notes or references.
It is recommended that the introduction unit of the Marketing guide be used to begin the
year of semester.
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PURPOSE

Promotion, the activities created to enable goods and services to appear favorable to
customers, is a major function of marketing. AS a career field, promotion requires creative,
knowledgeable :people. This guide has been developed to provide high school students with the

initial training for promotion career areas, such as display, advertising and sales promotion.
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4.05- Describe the nature of positive customer/client relations.

4.06
4.07
.4.08
4.09
4.10
4.11
4.12
4.13
4.14
4.15
4.16
4.17
4.18
4.11
4.20

Handle custoMer inquiries.

Interpret business: policies to custom, lents.
Open the sales presentation.

Question bustothers/clients for inform:ion.
Address the needs of individual personalities.
Usabuying motives as the basis-for sales promotion.
Facilitate customer buying-decisions. Use feature/benefit selling:
Show/create examples-of the product.
Handle customer/client objections.
Close the sale.
Use suggestion selling.
Explain follow-up techniques.
Use telemarketing techniques.
Explain Ley factors in buildinu a clientele.

vi
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COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
FOR

ADVERTISING AND SALES PROMOTION
-1,0-1- _Explaikand demon_ strate the purposes of promotion.

1.02 Explain the forms of promotion.
1.03 Explain the concept of the promotional mix.
1.04 Explain.the use of brands, trademarks and slogans.
1.05 Explain the types of media.
1.06 Explain the parts of a printed advertisement.
1.07 Set personal goals.
1.08 Expiainlhe use of trade journals/periodicals.
1.09 Explain marketing and'its importance.
1.10 .Explain the relationship of business and society.
1.11

Explain marketing functions and related activities.

1.12 Explain the concept of marketing strategies.
1.13 Explain the concept of marketing and market identification.
2.01 Identify the major purposes of advertising.
2.02 Identify the types of advertising and advertisers.
2:03 Identify the use of an advertising agency.
2.04 Select promotional media.
2.05 Prepare advertisements for various media.
2.06 Prepare an advertising budget.
2.07 Develop a six -month advertising plan.
2.08 Evaluate advertising effectiveness.
2.09 Explain promotion through publicity.
2.10 Write a news release.
3.01 Describe the relationship of visual merchandising to display and promotion.
3.02 Describe how displays contribute to selling goods and services.
3.03 Describe the career opportunities available in visual merchandising.
3.04 Identify the elements and principles of design in visual merchandising.
3.05 Create displays utilizing the different display arrangements.
3.06 Describe the types, uses and components of a window display.
3.07 Create interior displays.
3'.08

Explain the uses, purposes- andfunctions- of point-ofpurchase displays.
Recbgnize the importance of planning in developing visual merchandising.
Identify materials and tools used in visual merchandising.
3.11 Evaluate display, effectiveness.
3.12 Recognize Common errors in displays.
3.13. Describe the useq)f trade shows/exhibits.
4.01 Explain the purpose and importance of selling.
4.02 Identify the steps- in the selling process.
4.03 Recognize the value of effective communications in selling.
4.04 Develop personality traits/work habits important to business.

3.09
'3.10
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COMPETENCIES
OVERVIEW OF ADVERTISING AND PROMOTION
COMPETENCY GOAL 1: The learner will demonstrate an understanding of the functions of
advertising, promotion, business and marketing.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
1.01

1.02

Explain and demonstrate the purposes of advertising and promotion.

,Explain the forms of promotion.

1.03

Explain the concept of the promotional mix.

1.04

Explain the use of brands, trademarks, and slogans.

1.05

Explain, the types of media.

1.06

Explain and demonstrate the parts of a printed advertisement.

1.07

Set personal goals.

1.08

Explain the use of trade -journals/periodicals.

1.09

Explain marketing and its importance.

1.10

Explain the relatiorithip of business and society.

1.11

Explain marketing functions and related activities.

1.12

Explain the concept of,marketing strategies.

1.13

Explain the concept of marketing and market identification.

Overview of Advertising and Promotion
A-2
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CONTENT/TEACHING OUTLINE
OVERVIEW OF ADVERTISING AND PROMOTION
I.

Understanding Advertising and Promotion
A. Purposes of Advertising and Promotion
1. Merchandise. (Product) advertising
a Increase sales volume

PLANNING NOTES

b. Bring shoppers into store
c. Attract new customers.
d. Introduce new products/ideas
e. Reinforce user satisfaction
f. Even out levels of sales volume
2. Institutional advertising
a. Service availability
_b. _Prestige

SA-1

3. Promotion
a Introduce new products
b. Indicate productassortments
c. Present special offers, ;vices and conditions of sale
d. Coordinate related products
e. Attract new customers
f. Identity brands
g. Render community service
h. Give useful product information
B. Forms of Promotion
1. Publicity (verbal or written nonpaid
mention of a company, product, or
service is made in public information media).
a Advantages include:
1) Can create, develop,-and maintain goodwill
2) Establishes a belief in all forms
of sales promotion (paid and unpaid) presented by the company
3) Communicates to the public what
a company is doing in the public's interest
4) Printed or spoken at no charge to the company

CTIB 001-1.01-02

b. Disadvantages include:

1) Lack of conk)!
2) Does not direct when, where, or
how the message appears

.3) Discourages customer trade, if poor

Overview of Advertising and Promotion
A-3
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2. Advertising (Paid message is sent to a mass
audience of potential, customers by an iden-

tified sponsor)
a.

Advantages include:

1)

A large number of potential buyers
Presales of a product, service, or
idea so that less time is needed

3)

for personal selling
Drawing customers into the store to

4)

of personal promotion/selling
Control by the company that pays for

look at merchandise and to the point

and-sponsors-it-

5)

Information to help the customer
select the right product

6)

Reduction of other expenses by
creating more business
7) Gaining acceptance of new products,
services, or ideas
8) Reduction of per unit selling expenses by allowing more efficient use of facilities
b. Disadvantages include:
1 ), Results not determined immediately
2) Intended customer not always reached

3)

Considerable expense and coordinated

efforts are involved
3. Visual Merchandising IA nonpersonsl physical
presentation of merchandise is made at the

point-of-sale)
a Advantages include:

1)
2)
3)

b.

Merchandise is seen by customers
Merchandise can be handled
Mannequins show how a garment will
look when worn and accessorized
4) Customer convenience in asking questions
5) Window displays continue to sell even
after the store has closed
Disadvantages include:
1) Merchandise often damaged, soiled, or stolen
2) MerchandiSe not seen unless people

intentionally visit the store or are
attracted to the point-of-sale

3)

Daily maintenance and upkeep

Overview of Advertising and Promotion
A-4
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4. Special Events (Special demonstrations, exhibits,

attractions, service or sales inducement promote the sale
Of a product, service, or idea.)
a Advantages include:

1) The increase of store traffic
2) Interest in educational and
entertaining events are developed
3 j A constant interest in the_store and its-activities4) Opportunities to receive free
publicity by local media
5) Provides merchandising impact
in conjunction with other means of sales promotion
b. DisadvantageS include:
1-) Thorough-planning-and-coordination-are required
2 ) A large budget may be required
5. Personal Selling (Face-to-face communication occurs
between the store's- representative and customers.)
a. Advantages include:

1) First-hand customer reactions and impressions
2-) Pertonal attention and service is
offered customers
3 ), Immediate response to customer's questions
4 ) Increasedsales by suggesting
additional merchandise

5) CoMpletion of sale
6-) OvercoMing objections to sale
b.

Disadvantages include:

1) Sales lost by unqualified, uninformed sales
personnel
2 ) Expense of salet promotion
3) Preference of customers for simplified

CTIB 001-1.02-01-02

selling/self-service
C. Concept of the Promotional Mix
1. Definition of Promotional Mix
2. Elements of the Promotional Mix
a. Advertising
b. Display
c. Personal selling
d. Public relations
e. Sales promotion

P R -1

PR-2, LAP 14, p. 6
PR-2, LAP 14, p. 7-9
SA-2

Overview of Advertising and Promotion
A-5
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3.
4.

Promotional pros and cons
Factors to consider

PR-2, LAP 14, p. 11
PR-2, LAP 14, pp. 12-16

a Company Oats
b.
c.
d.
D.

Available capital
Characteristics of the product
Market conditions

CTIB

001-1.03-01-02

Brands,.Trademarksrand Slogans
1. Brands

a Title given to productiv manufacturer
b.
c.

PR-3, pp. 70-71

Aids in communication
Makes manufacturer accountable for product

quality
2. Trademarks

PR-3, p. 72

a

Part of a brand that can be vocalized
'b. Identifies-product's makerc. May be a symbol
d. Should be used in every advertisement

3. Slogans_
a Definition
b. Characteristics
c.
d.

E

PR-2, *LAP 17; p: 3

PR-2, LAP 17, pp. 3-5
PR-2, LAP 17, pp. 6-7
SA-3
PR-2, LAP 17, pp. 10-15

Purposes

Effects of job performance

SA-4CTIB 001-1.04-01-02
Types of Media

1.

Print
a Newspapers

PR-5, p. 15

1) Strong points
a) Universal circulation
b) Products can be illustrated

c)

Regularly used as shopping guide

2) Weak points
a) May be some wasted circulation

b) May give poor reproduction of illustration
b.

Magazines

1) Strong points
a) Reach large audiences
b) Use color
)

High quality illustrations

2) Weak points
a) May not reach-product market
b) Cost may be high
c) Needs long lead time

Overview of Advertising and Promotion
A-6
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2. Broadcast
a. Radio

Strong points
a) Can stimulate excitement
b ) Almost 100% horrie saturation
c) Mows last-minute changes in messages

1)

2-)- -Weak-points

a) Wasted circulation
b) No
of illustrations
cj',Poorly handled rnimage may annoy listeners
b. Television
1) Strong points
a),-Offers color illustratibn
b) Prodt4tfeature's can be demonstrated
.c) :Uses.rnotion:.and_sound to attract attention

2) Weak points
a)-May-be-expensiveb ) Poorlyhandled message may annoy viewer

3. Outdoor
a Strongipoints_
1 ) Impressive because of size
2 )- Mpssage, repeated

3) Permanence gives feeling of stability
b. Weak points

1) Expensive
2) Not suited to direct sefling
3 )- Provides only brief selling message

4. Transit
a Strong. points

1) Low cost

2) Offers color
3) Well read; good repeat value
b. Weak points

1) Not suited to direct selling
2) Difficult to judge how many persons
5

are reading the message
Handbills
a. Strong points
1.j Low cost
2) Quick and easy to prepare
b. Weak pointS
.

1) Wasted circulation
2) Distribution expensive/uncertain
3) Some resentment because of clutter

Overview of Advertising and Promotion
A-7

6. Point -of- purchase
-

a.

PR-4,

p. 246

CTIB

001 - 1.05 -L 1 -02

Strong ,points
1 )' Can use cards, posters, displays

'2) Pieced near specifid product
3 ) ,Focuses attention on goods at purchase

b. Weak points
1 )' 'Sometimes causes clutter atcounter
2) 'Requires constant changing and upkeep
F.

PR-5, pp. 37-44

Parts of= Printed' Advertisement

1., Main elements
p,;

'Headline

,b-. Copy

c. 'Price
d.

Business identification (Icgo)

e. Illustration

SA-5

2. Other elements
White space
b. Border
c. Sub-headline
a.

CTIB

001-1.06-01-02

-IL 'Economics-(For-detailed information on Economics

see 'Marketing Curriculum Guide.)
Definition of-. Economics
B. Economic Goods and Service
A.
C.

Stipply and Demand

-IX -Pricing
E.

Profit

F.

Risk

G Competition
H.
ID.

Business Cycles

Career Development
A. Personal Goals
1, State Goal
2. Develop Plan for Achieving Goal
3. Record Progress
4. Continue

PR-2, LAP 7, p. 9
PR-2, LAP 7, pp. 10-11
PF1.2, LAP 7, pp. 11-12
SA-6, LAP 7, p. 12
PR-2, LAP 7, p.14
SA-7
SA-8
CTIB

Overview of Advertising and Promotion
A-8
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001-1.07-01-02

B. Trade Journals/Periodicals
1. Advertising Age (Advertising)
2. Women's Wear Daily (Fashion Merchandising)
3. Consumer Reports (Any Business)
4. Cross Country Skiing (Outdoor)

SA-9

5. Farm Journal (Agriculture/Horticulture)
6. New York Times (Any Business)

7. Southern Living (Advertising/Tourism)
8. National Geographic Traveler (Tourism)
IV. Marketing Functions and Concepts
A. 'Marketing and its importance

CTIB

001-1.08.01-01-02

PR-4, pp. 5-13

1. What is marketing?
2. The marketing concept
3. Creation of utilities adds value
4. Cost of marketing
5. Why marketing?

CTIB

B. Relationship of Business and Society
1. Engages in research and development

2. Creates jobs
3. Contributes to public welfare

PR-4, LAP 17, pp. 17-20
SA-10
CTIB

C. Marketing Functions-and Related Activities
1-. Exchange functions

001-1.09-01-02

001-1.10-01-02

PR-4, pp. 13-16

a Buying
b. Selling

2. Physical distribution functions
a Transporting
b. Storing

3. Facilitating functions
a Standardizing and grading
b. Financing
c. Risk taking

d. Market information

CTIB

D. Marketing Strategies

001-1.11-01-02

PR-4, p. 91-104

1. The target market
2. The marketing mix
3. Marketing strategy and the product life cycle
4. Nonprice competition and governmental
regulation of prices
5. Policies and practices in marketing
6. Goals of society and the marketing
strategy

CTIB

Overview of Advertising and Promotion
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E. Marketing and Market Identification

PR-2, LAP 12, pp. 6-11
SA-11

1. Who are the potential buyers?
2. How many buyers are there?
3. Where are they located?
4. What is market segmentation?

CTIB

Overview of Advertising and Promotion
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001-1.13-01-02

STUDENT ACTIVITIES
OVERVIEW OF ADVERTISING AND PROMOTION
Students will iook.through newspapers and magazines and cut out
examples of ads for product and institutional advertising and
sales promotion. A collage for each may be made on posterboard
and displayed,inAe classroom.

SA-1

IDECC LAP 14, ECONOMICS AND MARKETING, (PR-2), p. 10,
Understanding .Promotion--Self-check

SA-2

IDECC LAP 17, USING ADVERTISING SLOGANS IN TOURISM, (PR-2), p. 9,
"Analyzing the Purpose of the Slogan."

SA-3

IDECC LAP 17, USING ADVERTISING SLOGANS IN TOURISM, (PR-2),

SA-4

"Promotional Mix."

p. 13, "You Are the Manager."

Project 17, "Elements of An Advertisement," p. 129 from PR-15.

SA-5

IDECC LAP 7, HUMAN RELATIONS, (PR-2), p. 14, "Goal Setting II:
Develop Personal Plan of Action."

SA-6

IDECC LAP 7, HUMAN RELATIONS, (PR-2), p. 14, "Goal Setting II:
Goal Statements."

SA-7

IDECC LAP 7, HUMAN RELATIONS, (PR-2), pp. 15-16, "Goal Setting II:

SA-8

The Planning= Puzzle."

Using any of the periodicals listed in the teaching outline, have students
explain why certain ads are in certain types of magazines/periodicals
(e.g. WWD: designers advertise to get fashion industry's attention).

SA-9

IDECC LAP 17, ECONOMICS AND MARKETING, (PR-2), p. 11, "Business

S A -1 0

and Society: What's Missing?"
IDECC LAP 12, ECONOMICS AND MARKETING, (PR-2), p. 12, "Market
Identification: Identifying Markets."

Overview of Advertising end Promotion
A-11
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SA-11

EVALUATION MEASURES
OVERVIEW OF .ADVERTISING AND PROMOTION
COMPETENCY GOAL 1: The learner will demonstrate an understanding of the functions
of advertising, promotion, business and marketing.

COMPETENCY -OBJECTIVE-1Z1:

and'demonstrate-the-purposes-of

advertising and promotion.

Test Item 001-1.01-01

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: List five purpoSes of advertising and promotion.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5:

Test Item 001-1.01-02
INSTRUCTIONS, TO -- STUDENTS:

Five. advertisements are attached to this test item.
Identify two purposes for each advertisement.
AD #1

AD #2

AD #3

AD #4

AD #5

Overview of Advertising and Promotion
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AD #1
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AD #2
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AD #3

There's nothing
like a sifiny new
bate foi Christmas.

AD #4

WaniilySteaklionse
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

COMPETENCY \OBJECTIVE 1.02:

Explain the forms of promotion.

Test Item 001-1.02-01

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENT:

List the five forms of promotion.

1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

Test Item 001-1.02-02

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Identify each of the following items as an
advantage or disadvantage to promotion.

(A :Advantage /D= Disadvantage). Record your answer in the blank to the left of each
statement.

1.

'Merchandise can be seen by customer.

2.

Requires daily maintenance and upkeep.

8.

Creates, develops, and maintains goodwill.

4.

Increases store traffic.

5.

Offers personal attention.

6.

Cannot determine results immediately.

7.

Customers can get questions answered.

8.

Sales are increasedy suggested selling.

9.

Very expensive.

1 0.

Merchandise is often damaged.

Overview of Advertising and Promotion
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COMPETENCY OBJECTIVE 1.03: Explain the concept of the promotional mix.
TEST ITEM 001-i.03-01

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: List the five major elements in a promotional mix.
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

TEST ITEM 001-1.03-02

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENT:

Identify each of the following items as a PRO or

CON to the promotional mix. (P=Pro/C=Con). Record your answer in the blank to the
left of each item.
1.

Expensive

2.

Personal service to uustomer

3.

Creative

4.

Time consuming

5.

Creates goodwill

6.

Not always clear or complete

7.

Non-personal

8.

Helps customer satisfy specific needs

9.,

Increases impulse buying

10.

Can target a specific market

Overview of Advertising and Promotion
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COMPETENCY 9,13JECTIVE, 1.04: Explain the use of brands, trademarks, and
slogans.

TEST ITEM 001-1.04-01

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: The following are characteristics of brands and
trademarks. Identify each by placing either a for grand, cr I for Trademark in the blank
to the left of each question..
1.

Identifies product's maker.

2.

Title given to a product by its manufacturer.

3.

May be a symbol.

4.

Should be used in every advertisement.

5.

Aids in communication.

TEST ITEM 001-1.04-02

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Give short answers to thelfollowing questions.
1.

An advertising, slogan is

2.

Identify three (3) characteristics of a good advertising slogan:

a
b.

c.

3.

What is the general purpose of any advertis;ng slogan?

4.

What are three specific purposes of using advertising slogans?

a
b.
c.
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COMPETENCY OBJECTIVE 1.05: Explain the types of media.
TEST ITEM 001-1.05-01

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: List five types of media.

TEST ITEM 001-1.05-02

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Identify each of the following items as a strong or
weak point in advertising media. (S=Strong/W=Weak). Record your answer in the blank
to the left of. each item.
1.

Good use of color

2.

Expensive

3.

Provides only a brief message

4,

Reaches large audience

5.

Large circulation

Overview of Advertising and Promotion
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COMPETENCY OBJECTIVE 1.06: Explain the parts of a printed advertisement.
TEST ITEM 001-1.06-01

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Name the eight elements of a printed advertisement.

TEST ITEM 001-1.06-02

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Demonstrate your understanding of an ad by
identifying the eight elements of the printed advertisement shown on the next page.

Overview of Advertising and Promotion
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVE 1.07: Set personal goals.
TEST ITEM 001-1.07-01

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read each of the following statements.
Determine the bestresponse. Record your response in the blank to the left of each statement.

1. A goal is something to be:
a avoided.
b. achieved.

c. destroyed.
d. fantasized.

2. A goal is something that a person:
a. fears.
c. dreams of.
b. hopes for.
d. strives for.
3. A personal plan of action is designed to help you:
a compete with others.
c. achieve financial success.
b. get what you want.
d act independently.

4. A personal plan of action includes a list of

in order to achieve

the goal.

a finances needed
b. friends and acquaintances needed

5. A goal should
a always
b. sometimes

c. things to do
d individual ecills needed

be written.
c. seldom

d never

TEST ITEM 001 - 1.07 -02,

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Answer the following questions.
1. List the four basic steps involved in developing a personal plan of action.

a
b.
c.
d.

2. What is a subgual?
3. Why is it important -to .keep a written record of your progress in working toward a goal?
4. How should a goal be stated?
,5

Why is personal determination so important in reaching goals?
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COMPETENCY OBJECTIVE 1.08: Explain the use of trade journals/periodicals.
TEST ITEM 001-1.08-01

INSTRUCTIONS-TO- STUDENTS: Match the periodical -to -the area it serves.
Advertising Age

A

Fashion Merchandising

2. Southern Living

B.

Advertising and Tourism

3.

C.

Any business

4. Women's Wear Daily

D.

Advertising

5.

E

Outdoor

1.

Cross Country Skiing

Consumer Reports

TEST ITEM 001-1.08-02

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: What marketing area is served by the following
periodicals:

1. New York Times
2. National Geographic Traveler
3.

Farm Journal

4.

Women's Wear Daily

5.

Advertising Age
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COMPETENCY OBJECTIVE 1.09: Explain marketing and its importance.
TEST ITEM 001-1.09-01

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Demonstrate your understanding of marketing and
its importance by completing the following with short answers.
1.

Define marketing.

2.

Explain the marketing concept.

3.

Define utility.

4.

Explain place utility.

5.

Explain time utility.

6.

Explain possession utility.

TEST ITEM 001-1.09-02

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read each of the following statements. Fill in
the blank with the correct word(s).
1.

Marketing costs generally account for about
a product.

2.

Marketing costs reflect the customers' demands for added

3.

Marketing began when

4.

We are living during a marketing

5.

A

of what a customer pays for

began.

is one who does only one type of work.
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COMPETENCY OBJECTIVE 1.10: Explain the relationship of business and society.
TEST ,ITEM 001-1.10-01

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read each of the following statements. Determine
the best response. Record your response in the blank to the left of each statement.
1. In order to create new and better products and Services, businesses:

a._ raise the quality levels of products and services.
b. engage in research and development activities.
c. attend training seminars-dealing with initiative and creativity.
d. increase the number of:employees.

2. When business operation:nand procedures become more efficient and economical:
a consumers are able t:( buy batter products at lower prices.
b. monopolies are- created to give certain businesses greater shares of the market.
c. conSumer-prices are raised in order to-increase profits.
d fewer machines are needed to produce finished products.

-

3, AsbutinesSes become more successful and as their profits increase:
a iha numbet of-available jobs increases.
b. .the value of_the American dollar increases.
c. employees receive better retirement benefits.
d the percentage of profits that is taxed decreases.

4. What percent of corporate profits is paid in taxes to local, state, and federal
governments?

a 10%

c. 40%
d. 60%

b. 25%

5. When businesses train and retrcin people for jobs:
a much money is spent unnecessarily.
c. competition among employees

b. the quality of life is improved for many.

d.

increases.
the number of managementlevel employees increases.

TEST ITEM 001-1.10-02

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Answer the following questions.
1. What do employees receive in exchange for the work that they do?
2. What often-happens when businesses become successful and their profits increase?

3. What would-happen if individuals did not have the opportunity to work and earn wages?

4. What percent of profits do business corporations pay in taxes each year?
5. What kinds of government services do businesses help pay for through taxes?
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COMPETENCY OBJECTIVE 1.11: Explain marketing functions and related activities.
TEST ITEM 001-1.11-01

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Name the three(3) broad categories of marketing
functions. Then list the specific,functions for each broad category.
1.
a.

b.

2.
a.

b.

3.
a.

b.
c.
d.

TEST ITEM 001-1.11-02
INSTRUCT-IONS-TO-STUDENTS:-Read.each.otthe.following..statements.Determine
the best response. Reccird your response in the blank to the left of each statement.

1.

Which statement-best defines "marketing functions"?
The characteristics of products and services.
b. The tadtors that influende the production costs for various products.
c. The activities involved in getting products from producers to consumers.
d. The way in which products can be used.
2. Approximately, how many major marketing functions are there?
a.

a five

fifteen
twenty
3. The successful performance of marketing functions helps to assure that:
c.
d.

b. ten
a.

Distribution channels will be expanded
b. Costs-of production will go down
c. Competitors will be forced _out of business

.

d.

Products and services will be profitably sold
4. Angie Doonsburg is telephoning people all over the country to determine how
they ieel about the new and improved soap powder, "Waves." Which major
marketing-- function_ is she- performing?
a.

Selling,

Telephone Interview
Market Reseamh
5. Cliff- Hall just accepted a new job at Warner's, ,Inc. His job description calls for
himio receive and check merchandise and to store the merchandise safely for
future sale. What major marketing 'function is Cliff involved in?
a: Distribution
c. Product/Service Planning
b. Pricing
d. Risk Management

b. Servicing

c.
d.
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COMPETENCY OBJECTIVE 1.12: Explain the concept of marketing strategies.
TEST ITEM 001-1.12-01

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Respond with short answers.
1.

Define target market.

2. The marketing mix consists of the proper combination of what four (4) elements?

a
b.
c.
d.

3. Define product life cycle.
4. How does price affect the-product-life cycle?
5. How does place affect the product life cycle?

TEST ITEM 001-1.12-02

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Respond with short answers.
1. Define non-price competition.
.2. HoW do government regulations affect prices in the United States?

3. Explain and give an example of non-price competition.
4. :Define dumping.
.

5. Name three .(3) important goals of our society:

a
b.
.c.
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COMPETENCY OBJECTIVE 1.13: Explain the concept of marketing and market
identification.

TEST ITEM 001-1.13-01

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Define the following terms:
1.

Demographic characteristics

2. Market
3. Market segmentation

4. Potential consumer
5. Wide market appeal

TEST ITEM 001p1.13-02

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: For each of the following products, identify
least two characteristics that potential customers of that product might have.
1. Portable Television Sets
a.

b.

2. Electronic Calculators
a.

b.

3. Diamond Necklace
a.
b.

4. Suntan Lotion
a.
b.

5. Sailboats
a.

P
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KEY TO TEST ITEMS
OVERVIEW OF ADVERTISING AND PROMOTION
Test

Item

001-1.01-01

Test

1.

Increases- sales volume

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Brings shoppers into store
Attracts new customers
Introduces-new products/ideas
Reinforces user satisfaction
Evens out levels of sales volume

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Service availability
Prestige

7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

8.
9.

Indicates product assortment
Presents special offers
Coordinates related products
Identifies brands
Renders community service
:Gives useful product information

10.

Test
1.

Test Item 001-1.01-02
Answers will vary.

Test

Test

2.

Item

001-1.02-01

1.

Test
1:
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.

001-1.04-01

Item 001-1.04-02
A small group of words that is

'a: -Short-

Special Events
Personal Selling

Item

Item

combined-in a unified way to- presentthe selling message.

3. ----Visual-Merchandising.
4.
5.

001-1.03-02

T
B
T
T
B

2.
3.
4.
5.

,Publicity,
-Advertising

Item

C
P
P
C
P
C
C
P
P
P

To the point
c. Features name of firm, product,
b.

001-1.02-02

A
D
A
A
A
D
A
A
D
D

3.

and/or service
To attract attention to business, product,
or service

4.

a.

Reminder

b.
c.

Image

Benefits

Test Item
1. Print
2.

3.
4.
5.

TEST ITEM
1.

001-1.03-01
Advertising

2.
3.
4.
5.

DisplayPersonal Selling
Public Relations
Sales Promotion

6.

Broadcast
Outdoor

Transit
Handbills
Point Of purchase

Test
1.

001-1.05-01

Item

001-1.05-02

S

2. W
3. W
4.

.5.

S
S
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Test

Item

1.

Headline

001-1.06-01

Test
1.

2. CoPy,
3. Price
4. Business Identification
5. Illustration
6. White space

2.
3.
4.
5.

7. 'Border

Test

8. Sub-headline

Test

Item

Fashion Merchandising

Advertising

item 001-1.09-01
Marketing is the performance of activities
that direct the flow of goods Sand services
from the producer to the consumer.

001-1.06-02
2.

Determining the needs and wants of the
buyer is called ihe marketing concept.

3.

Utility is the ability of goods and services
to satisfy human wants.
Place utility means an item must be in a
place where you can buy it.
Time utility means that a product must be
available at the time you want it or it has
no value to you.
Possession utility means it only has value
to you if you possess it.

2. Sub-headline

3. Copy

4. Price
5. Illustration
6. Border
7. White space
8. Business Identification

fest
1. b
2. d

Item

4.

5.

001-1.07-01

6.

3. d
4. c

Test

5. a

2.

1.

3.

Test -Item

Item

4. .Revolution
5. Specialist

b. Develop a plan for achieving your goal.
-c:,--Record-your-progress.
d. Continue until you reach your goal.
2. A lesser goal which must be achieved in
order to ultimately reach the main goal.
3. It gives you an indication of how you are
doing, if you are 6n schedule, and wilt.
enable you to take corrective action if

"I.
2.
3.
4.

Test

5.

even when the going gets tough.

Test

1. D
2. B
3. E

Item

Item

001-1.10-02

C
B

Wages and fringe benefits.

2.

The number of different types of
jobs usually increases.
They would have to live a mere survival
existence like our ancestors did years ago.
40 percent
Public defense, health, education,
environmental protection, highway
construction, equal employment
opportunities.

4.
5.

4. A
5. C

001-1.10-01

1.

3.

001-1.08-01

Item

A
A

Test

4. Goals should be-stated in specific terms.
5. If you have carefully planned your goals,
you should stick to completing those goals

001-1.09-02

50 percent
Services
Civilization

001-1:07-021. a. State your goal

r-lace.ssary.

001-1.08-02

Agriculture/Horticulture

1.

1. Headline

Item

Any business
Tourism
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Test

Item 001. 1.11 -01
1., Exchange functions
a.
b.

2.
3.

c.

1.

Buying
Selling

Physical distribution functions
a. Transporting
b. Storing
Facilitating functions
a..
b.

Test

2.

3.

Standardizing and grading
Risk taking
Market, information

4.

Test
1.

Item

001-1.11-02
5.

C

2. .8
3.
4. D

Test

5.

1.

item

001 - 1.12.01
1. Identifying who your buyers are, how many
buyers there are and' where they are located.
2. a. Product
,b. Price
c. Place
d. Promotion
3. Product life cycle consists of introductory
stage, growth stage, declining stage, and
obsolescence stage of a product.
4. .1tdetermines-how-high or- how -low the

5.

istics and needs.
Any person who would be likely to want a
product or service and would be willing
to spend money for it.

Markets for products and services that
almost all peciple buy and use.

A

Test

ite .11
001-1.13-01
Characteristics that are shared by
certain groups of people, like age,
location, income, profession, sex.
Individuals with needs to satisfy and
the willingness to spend money in order
to satisfy these needs.
The prOcess of dividing the total consumer
market into smaller groups of potential
customers who have common character-

2.
3.

4.
5.

Item
a.
b.
a.
b.
a.
b.
a.
b.
a.
b.

001 - 1.13.02

Retired- persons

People who travel a great deal
Teenagers and young adults
Students taking math courses
Single adult females
Fashion conscious females
Teenagers and young adults
People living near beaches
Teenagers and youngadults

People living near large bodies of

water

marketir can price the product.
The type of product affects where it can
be placed.

Teat Itimµ '001. 1:12 -02
1.

2.

Nonprice competition is the competition that
exists between two or more businesses to
attract customers from each other on a basis
other than price.
The government monitors prices in some large
companies to bring about price stability in our
economy.

3.
4.

Answers will vary.
Dumping means that .a businesS that has a

surplus of products will sell them outside the
normal- .marketing area.

5.

a.
b.
C.

d.
e.

f.
v.
h.

A concern for the environment
International peace
Equality for minority groups
Crime prevention
Drug control'
Elimination of poverty
Population control
Consumer protection
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.COMPETENCIES
ADVERTISING AND PUBLICITY

COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner will demonstrate the ability to plan and design
advertising, and publicity.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
2.01

2.02
=2.03

2.04
2.05
2.06
2.07
2.08
2.09
2:10

Identify the major purposes of advertising.
Identify the types of advertising and advertisers.
Identify the use of an advertising agency.
Select promotional media.
Prepare advertisements: for various media.
Prepare an advertising budget
Develop a six-month advertising plan.
Evaluate advertising effectiveness.
'Explain promotion through publicity.
Write a news release.

Advertising, .and .Publicity
B-2
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B-6
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CONTENT/TEACHING OUTLINE
ADVERTISING AND PUBLICITY

PLANNING NOTES

Advertising
A. Definition

PR-1, pp. 200-204
PR-5, pp. 2-4

B. Major Purposes
1. Sell products or services
C.

SA-1
CTIB 002-2.01-01-02
PR-2, pp. 308-311

2.. Sell good public image
Types of Advertising

1. Product or service

2. Institutional
D. Types of Advertisers

1. National

2. Retail
3. Industrial
E.

CTIB

Advertising Agency/Department Functions
1. Determine customer wants
2. Select media
3,. Prepare ads

002-2.02-01-02

PR-2, pp. 311-313

4. Follow-up
F.

Advertising Personnel
1. Manager

PR-5, pp. 7-10, 91-93

2. Copywriter
3. Art director

SA-2, SA-3

4. Proofreader.

5. Layout artist
6. Media buyer
7. Account executive
G Media

CTIB

002-2.03-01-02

PR-2, pp. 317-32C
PR-5, pp. 14-15

1. Printed
2. Broadcast
3. Outdoor

4. Direct
5. Specialty

6. Transit
7. In-store displays

002-2.04-01-02
PR-5, pp. 36-45
PR-5, pp. 46-57
SA-4, SA-5, SA-6
SA-7, SA-8, SA-9
PR-5, pp. 58-68
SA-10, SA-11, SA-12
CTIB

H. Ad Preparation

1. Print (newspapers, etc.)

2. Broadcast Media

a .Radio
b. Television Advertisements
3. Advertising Specialties

SA-13
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4. Direct Mail Advertising

PR-5, pp. 69-83
SA-14, SA-15
CTIB 002-2.05-01-02
PR-5, pp. 24-35
SA-16, SA-19
CTIB 002-2.06-01-02
PR-5, pp. 11-23

5. Outdoor Advertising

I.

Budget- Development

1. Methods
2. Budgeting Strategy
J. Planning-Decisions

1. What
2. Why
3. Where
4. When
5. How
6. Building a six-month plan
K. Evaluation of Advertising
1. Methods
a Posttesting Ads
b. Pretesting Ads
2. Recordkeeping
a Merchandise

CTIB

002-2.07-01-02
PR-3, pp. 360-362

'b. Date and day
c. MediuM (size or length)

d Cost
e.

Sales increase

f. Weatherand business climate
g.

II.

Other promotions

CTIB 002-2.08-01-02

Publicity
Definition
B. Goals
1. Maintain or improye image of business
2. Show:business as a contributor to community
3. Increase awareness qibusiness, services, or
products
4. Reduce promotional costs
C. Uses
1. New productS
2. Employee promotions
3. Opening of:new business or new branch
A.

PR-5, pp. 6-8

PR-3, pp. 337-340

4. Specialevents
D. Types
1. 'Free
2. Special
E. Preparing news releases
1. Use five W's formula
a Who: The persorror- the company involved
b. What: The importak event or item
c.

CTIB

002-2.09-01-02
PR-2, p. 339

When: The -time and date

Where: The specific location
Why:- The reason for the specific event or item
2. Condentrate on the first paragraph
3. List contact- person for additional information
4. Indicate release date
d.
e.

CTIB

Advertising and Publicity
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002-2.10-91-02

STUDENT ACTIVITIES
.

ADVERTISING AND PUBLICITY

.

In Advertising Planning and Techniques (PR-5) Complete Project 3, page 99.
In Advertising Planning and Techniques (PR-5) complete Project 5, page 103.
In Advertising Planning and Techniques (PR-5) complete Project 9, page 107.

In Advertising Planning and Techniques (PR-5) complete Project 21, page 137.
In Advertising Planning and Techniques (PR-5) complete Project 23, page 141.
In Advertising Planning and Techniques (PR-5) complete Prdject 24, page 143.
In Advertising Planning and Techniques (PR-5) complete Project 25,,page 145.
In Advertising Planning and techniques (PR-5) complete Project 26, page 151.
In Advertising Planning and Techniques (PR-5) complete Project 28, page 155.
In Advertising Planning and Techniques (PR-5) complete Project 30, page 159.
In Advertising Planning and Techniques.(PR-5) complete Project 31, page 161.
In Advertising Planning and Techniques (PR-5) complete Project 32, page 163.
Bring:and/Or wear to,clast as many advertising specialties as you can. (Assign a
specific day.) Compare-the 'information given on the specialty items.
(e.g. calendars, key rings, sweatshirtS, note pads, etc.)
In Advertising Planning and Techniques (PR-5) complete Project 33, page 165.
Select any-one block-in your area to locate outdoor advertising billboards, etc.
Write the product(s) being advertised, the location of the advertisements, the
"slogans -and indicate the_type of advertising-appeal-being-made (quality, service,
savings,- etc.). List, all of the products you can find in the one block area.
In Advertising Planning and Techniques (PR-5) complete Project 12, page 117.
In Advertising Planning and Techniques (PR-5) complete Project 13, page 119.
-

In Advertising Planning and Techniques (PR-5) complete Project 8, page 109.
In Advertising Planning and Techniques (PR-5) complete Project 9, page 111.
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SA-1
SA-2
SA-3
SA-4
SA-5
SA-6

SA-7
SA-8
SA-9
SA-10
SA-11
SA-1_2

SA-13
SA-14
S A -1 5

SA-16
SA-17
SA-18
SA-19

EVALUATION MEASURES
ADVERTISING AND PUBLICITY
COMPETENCY GOAL 2: The learner will demonstrate the ability to plan and design
advertising and publicity.
COMPETENCY OBJECTIVE 2.01: Identify the major purposes of advertising.

Test item 062-2.01-01

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read each of the following statements. Determine
which is a.major purpose of advertising. Place an X in the-blank beside each statement which is
a major purpose of advertising.

1.

To support projects such as Walk-a-thons.

2.

To decrease unemployment.

3.

To improve the company image.

4.

To develop demand for private br;ands.

-5.

Tolraise GNP.

6.

To introduce new products or businesses.

7.

To reinforce user satisfaction.

8.

To increase the supply of products and services.

9.

To inform and educate consumers.

10.

To improve customer support.

Test item 002-2.01-02

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read each of the 'following statements. Determine if
each ,statement.is true or false. -Write true or false in the blank to the left of each statement.
1.

An effective ad may be designed to build image without mentioning a product.

2.

Increased advertising will make up for bad service.

3.

A purpose of advertiSing is to attract new customers.

4.

A direct purpose of-advertising is to increase company profits.

5.

A major purpose of -advertising is to sell the product or service.

Advertising and Publicity
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COMPETENCY OBJECTIVE 2.02: identify the types of advertising and advertisers.

Test item 002-2.02-61

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Identify the following as product advertising (P)

or

institutional advertising (I). Write P or I -in the blank. to the left of each statement.
1.

Inform and educate. consumers about various items.

2.

=Improve the image of the company.

3.

Reinforce 'Users tatiSfaction.

4.

Convince people to enter the store to shop.

5.

Supportoprojects (walk-a-thons, etc.)

6.

Gain support for ideas or projects.

Test item 002-2.02-02
-"INSTRUCTIONS TO' STUDENTS: Read each of the following statements on advertising.
Determine if -each statement is true or false. Write the correct response (true or false) in
the blank tottie' left of each statement.

1.

2.

A manufacturer of consumer goods who advertises a product by its brand
name ,is_ a-national advertiser.
A store.or service organization whose advertising message encourages

consumers to deal with its business is a retail advertiser.

3.

Advertising .must be directed to the entire country to be classified as
national advertising.

4.

-Four- basic types' of industrial advertising are trade, business-directed,
professional, and infant advertising.

5.

Farm advertising is directed toward families living on a farm, as well as
farmers.

Advertising_ and Publicity
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COMPETENCY OBJECTIVE 2.03: Explain the use of an advertising agency.

Test item 002-2.03-01

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read each of the following statements and determine
if each statement is true

false. Write the correct response (True or False) in the blank to

the left of each statement.

1.

An advertising agency is a business that specializes in creating, planning,
and placing ads for other businesses.

2.

Advertising agencies started more, than 200 years ago.

3.

Most of the income of advertising agencies comes from the commissions they

receive for placing clients' advertising.

4.

Many companies maintain their own adk artising departments.

5.

Young and Rubicam is one of the largest advertising agencies in the country.

Test item ,002-2.03-02

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read each of the following statements. Decide if each
statement is true or false. Write true or falsein the blank to the left of each statement.
1..

Most advertising is placed with the media by commercial agencies.

2.

There are thousands of advertising agencies in the country.

3.

The cost of advertising is based largely on the types of media used, the
number of people reached, and the amount of space or time purchased.

4.

Most companies that use a wide variety of advertising media do not need to
seek the.he'ip.of advertising agencies.

5.

The companies that use advertising agencies are referred to as clients.

Advertising and Publicity
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Test Item 0022.03-03

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: From-the-list of job titles in Column B select the

one
-which is 'mott- apprcipriate for, the job description given in Column A. Record the letter of your
choice in the blank to-the left of each statement.

COLUMN A

COLUMN B

1.

The textual material of a retail advertisement is
prepared by the

2.

The design of an advertisement is-worked out by
the

C. copywriter

3.

The proof for an advertisement is checked by the

D. account executive

4.

The
supervises the advertising
department and plans the advertising policies of a
store.

5.

A. proofreader

B. layout artist

E advertising agency
F. advertising manager

A business organization that plans and prepares ad-

vertising for other business firms is called a(n)

6.

The 'individual responsible for planning and directing
the advertising activities of one or more of an agency's
clients is the

Advertising and Publicity
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'COMPETENCY OBJECTIVE 2.04: Select promotional media.

Test item 002-2:04-01

"INSTRUCTIONS' TO 'STUDENTS: From the list of advertising media in Column B,
select the one which-is most appropriate for the statement given in Column A. Items in Column
B may be used only once.

COLUMN A

COLUMN B

1.

Probably the cheapest type of advertising for a
small business

2.

Communicates both sight and sound simultaneously.

3.

Can get message broadcast on the same day it is

A.

Direct mail

B. Radio
C.

Billboard

prepared.

D. Newspaper

4.

Used to attract the attention of motorists.

E.

5.

Usually read severalktimes by more than one reader.

6.

A business can send the advertising message directly
to a specific person.

Television
Magazine

Test' item 002-2.04-02

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: In the questions below, select the correct response.
Write_ the, letter-of your response -in- the-blank to the-left of each statement.

COLUMN A

1.

2.

3.

4.

COMUMN B

What would be the most appropriate media for a large A. Newspapers
manufacturer of electronic equipment? They wish to
advertise a revolutionary electronic calculator to
B. T.V.
moderate middle income families across the country.
What would've the most-appropriate media for L
C. Radio
supermarket in .a mediumlsiied city to use in
advertising a. -two -for- the - price -of -one !ale on
D. Direct Mail
various items with a coupon redemption?
What-would be the most appropriate media for a
E Billboards
local restaurantlo -use in giving, the community a
constant
they are now serving
breakfast.
What, would be the most appropriate media for a local
department store to use in-announcing a special sale-to
-tile-siorers:charge-card customers.

;Advertising and Publicity
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COMPETENCY OBJECTIVE 2.05: Prepare advertisements for various media.

Test item 002-2.05-01-

'INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Prepare the copy for a 30 second radio spot.
Indicate the sfo,"nwtng at the top of -your paper: the desired air time,, the station, the
-music, .the Went'sl customers and the specific time of the year.

Test item 002-2.05-02

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Prepare a newspaper ad layout. (Note to teacher:
-determine product or service and the size of the ad.) Remember to incorporate all
the parts of an ad layout.

Advertising and Publicity
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C.

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVE 2.06: Prepare an advertising budget.

Test item 002-2.06-01

'INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Name five methods of developing an advertising
budget.

2.
3.
4.

5.

Test item 002-2.06-02

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Determine the advertising budget for DIAMOND'S
,RECORD SHOP for each month. DIAMOND'S spends 5% of last year's ssles for
advertising.
MONTH

,LAST YEAR'S'SALES

January

$12,200

February

$14,300

March

$15,200-

April

$15,100

May

$16,800

June

$18,100

July

$18,300

August

$18,300

September

S11;200

October.

$18,400

..

.,

NEXT YEAR'S ADVERTISING BUDGET

,

November

$19,500

December

$25,200

Advertising and Publicity
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COMOETENCYJOBJECTIVE 2.07: Develop a six month advertising plan.

Test item 002-2.07-01
INSTRUCTIONS TO S_ TUDENTS: Read each of the following statements. Determine if
each statement Is true or false. Write the correct response (true or false) in the blank to the
left of each'statement.

1. The advertising plan is the blue print for the firm's promotional
advertising activity for the months ahead.
Experienced retailers believe that advertising planning is best done in
six-month planning psriods.

3. The advertising plan does not follow any particular cycle.
4. Once the decision has been made to advertise, a business person must
consider what, why, when and how to advertise.

5. A good guideline is to advertise items that are not good sellers.

Test item 002-2.07-02

'INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Develop a six-month advertising plan for
DIAMOND'S RECORD SHOP. Use the form below to record your plan.

DIAMOND'S SIX MONTH. ADVERTISING PLAN
MONTH

1

MERCHANDISE TO BE FEATURED

MEDIA

SPECIAL PR j+VOTION

JULY

AUGUST

.

SEPTEMBER

NOVEWEER

.

Advertising and Publicity
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COMPETENCY OBJECTIVE 2.08: Evaluate advertising effectiveness.

Test item 002-2.08-01
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Match the method'of evaluating advertising with the
best description. Place the letter of your choice in'the blank to the left of each statement.

1. People rate ads on believability and
persuasion power.

2. People indicate ads they remember and

a Measuring sales results
b. Measuring audience
recognition

whether the ad made an impression.
Measuring audience

recall

3. Sales records of two areas are compared.
4. People indicate what they remember about

d.

Opinion studies

e.

Test-area studies

an ad.

5.

Counting coupons collected is an example of
this method.

Test item 002-2.08-02
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: You have been asked to design an Advertising Record
for DIAMOND'S RECORD SHOP. List at least five items of information which you would
include on this company's Advertising Record.

2.

3.
4.

5.

Advertising and Publicity
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COMPETENCY OBJECTIVE 2.09: Expla;n promotion through publicity.

'Test item 002-2.09;61

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Identify the following as free publicity (FP) or
special feature (SP). Write FP or SP on the line in front of each statement.

1. A new line of cars coming out called Regina Nine-Two-Fours.
2. Sponsoring 'a float in a parade.
3. Opening of a new branch bank in the community.
4. Helping to spensor a scout troop.
-5. Announcing, the opening of a long awaited Dry Cleaner.

6. Story about Temesa's promotion as vice-president.
7. Ann's Apparel store presents a fashion show.

Test item 002-2.09-02

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read each of the following statements. Determine if
each statement is true or false. Write true or false in the blank to the left of each statement.
1. Publicity is any paid coverage. of a business by the media.

2. Advertising and publicity are synonyms.
3. Publicity is a description of an event as a news story.

4. Publicity is considered to be one of four promotional activities.
5. Publicity can be either positive or negative for a business.

Advertising and Publicity
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COMPETENCY OBJECTIVE 2.10: Write a news release.

Test item 002-2.10-01

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Answer each of the following short answer
questions.

1.

What are the 5 W's of a news release?

2.

What should be includea,in the "lead" paragraph?

Test item 002-2.10-02

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Prepare a news release for the following: your
diStrict's MCEC. This may be written as either a pre- or post-conference article.

Advertising and Publicity
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KEY TO -TEST ITEMS
ADVERTISING AND PUBLICITY
Test Item 002-2.01-01
1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 10
Test

Item

1.

True

2.

False

Test
1.
2.
3.

002-2.01-02

b

c

f
a

Test
1.

Test
1.

P

2.
3.
4.

P

Item

002-2.02-01

6.

1.

d

Item

002-2.02-02

2.
3.
4.
5.

True

2. -True
3.
14-

False
False

5. True

Test

Item

1.

True

2.
3.
4.
5.

False

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

3.
4.
5.
6.

002-2.03-01

Item

Test

002-2.05-01

002-2.03-02

2.
3.
4.

False

5.
6.
7.

True

Item

an explanation of offer?
a request for action?
a business identification?
music appropriate to prod_ ur:t and

potential Customer:
a friendly, conversational manner?
a straight-forward message?
repeated business name?

an appropriate selection of-station?
an appropriate broadcast lime?

Item

002-2.05-02

Rating sheet 10 points each
Does the Ad layout have:
1.
an attentia.vgetting headline?

True
True
True

Test
1.
.2.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

True
True
True

Test

Item

Rating sheet 10 points each
Does the radio spot have:
1.
an attention getter?

I

Test

e

Test

P

Item

b
a

2.
3.
4.

5. -I

002 - 2.0401

e

4.
5.
6.

3. True
4. False
5. True

Item

d

002-2.03-03

c

8.
9.
10.

b
a

an effectively placed illustration?
concise, readable copy?
a distinctive logo?
benefits of product to customer?
a focal point?
business hours, address, phone
number?
good design flow?
effective use of white space?
an effective border?

f
e
d

Advertising and Publicity.
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Test

Test

1.

1.

FP

2.
3.
4.
5.
s.
7.

SP

Item 002?.2.06-01
No plan at all

2.. By shopping events

3. According to last year's sales
4.
5.

In terms of anticipated sales
The objective and task method

Test. Item. 002-2.06-02
January
February
March

April
May
June

July
August
September
October
- November
December

Test

Zaue-

Item

$610
$715
$760
$755
$840
$905
$915
$915
$860
$920
$975
$1260

Test
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Test
1.

2.

Test
002-2.07-01

Item

FP

SP
FP
FP

SP

Item

1.

True
True
True

Item

Item

002-2.10-02

and a good lead paragraph

002-2.07-02

item

0024.08-01

Item

002-2.08-02

2. b
3. e
4. c
5. a

Should include .5 from this list:
1. merchandise
2. date and day,
3. medium- -size & length
-4. cost of ad
5. sales increase
6. weather '& business climate
7. other promotions on piOduct

Advertising and Publicity
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0

002-2.10-01

Who, What, Where, When, Why
The 5 Ws in one or two sentences

d

Test

002-2.09-02

False
False

To be evaluated by the teacher

Test

002-2.09-01

Teacher is to evaluate facts, the use of 5 W's

1. True
2. True
3. False
4. True
5. False

Test

Item
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COMPETENCIES
VISUAL MERCHANDISING/DISPLAY

-COMPETENCY GOAL 3: The learner will donionstrate the ability to plan and design
visual' merchandising, (displays):

-COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
3:01Descril?e the relationship of visual merchandising to display and promotion.

3.02

:Describe how displays contribute to selling goods and services.

3.03

Describe OA career opportunities available in visual merchandising.

3.04

Identify the elements and principles of design in visual merchandising.

3.05

Create displays utilizing the different display arrangements.

3.06

Describe the types, uses and components of a window display.

3.07

Create interior displays.

-1.05

Describe the uses, purposes and functions of point-of-purchase displays.

3.09

Recognize the imr,xtance of planning in developing visual merchandising

3.10

Identify materials and tools ;sed in visual merchandising.

3.11

Evaluate display effectiveness.

3:12

Recognize common errors in displays.

3.13

Describe the use of trade shows/exhibits.

Visual

Merchandising/Display
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CONTENT/TEACHING OUTLINE
VISUAL MERCHANDISING /DISPLAY
PLANNING NOTES
Role of VisuatMerchandising,
Definition--ThOse.Afforts intended to make a
business; establishinentattractive and effective in
merchandise presentation; involve's the presentation of a store and its merchandise in such a
,mannerthatthe gOods and services offered will be
Purchased by customers.
,B. Purpose'of Visual M-rchandising--To sell the image,
goods, and.terviceS of the store.
C.
Components of ,Visual,Merchandising
1. Displays
,a.

exterior

b.

interior

SA-1 OR SA-2

CTIB

00373.01-01-02

SA -3

Point-of-purhase (POP)
2: Store layout
3. Lights
4. Signs
5. Fixtures,6. Building design
7. General store decoration
c.

D.

Components ,of Promotion

1.

Display

2. Advertising

3. Publicity
4: Personal selling
E.

Objectives of Display
1. Promote specific merchandise
2. Establish an image or create customer acceptance

F.

Selling through Display
1. Attract attention
2. Arouse interest

of the .business.

SA-4

CTIB 003-3.02-01

3. Create desire
4. Build confidence
5. Direct action
1',

G Features of 'a DiSplay
1. Appropriate rneichandise
2. Central theme or focal point
3. Merchandise inforMation

Visual Merchandising/Display
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4.
5.

Identification of key valud, of goods
Suggestions for use

6. Accessibility for close-range inspection
H. CareerS in Visual, Merchandising
ViSua9,Aeiciiandising director or manager

2.. Display specialist

SA-5; SA-6
CTIB

003-3.03-01-02

3., Display assistant

4. 'Trimmer
5'.

freekanCe specialist

I.

II.

Trade PtiblicationS
1.. Merchandising Power
2. VituOMerchandising and Store Design
VisuarPresentatiOri3OesighCdncepts

A

Elementt7deal:with he appearance, or features, of
:whatiisbeing displayed.

1. line,

B.

2.

Shape

3.
4.

Siie

Weight
5. Texture
6. 'Color
Principles--deal with the thoughtful placement of the
elements

SA-7

SA-8 or SA-9;
SA-10
CTIB 003-3.04-01-02

SA-12; SA-13

. Harmony
2.

Contrast
Emphasis

4.. Proportion
;Balance

a. Formal
Informal
(Elements + principles = display'design)
Arrangements
1. Repetition
2. Step
3. Zig Zag
b.

C.

4.
5.

Radiation
Evaluati61
Window Pre.drifations
A Types

B.

CT1B

1'.

Closed

2.
3.

Semi- closed

SA-15
SA -16

CTI3

Cpen

Uses

1.

2.

003-3.05-01-02

Pyramid

D.
I I I.

SA-14

Related-merchandise
Line-of-goods'

'Visual' .Merchandising /Display
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003-3.06-01

3. 'Mass display

4. Speciakevent

5.

Sale

_

'C. Components of a Display Window

SA-17

1. 'Background
2. ,Floor: coverings
3: Sides and ceilings
4., Merchandise

CTIB

003-3.06-02

5. Lighting
6'. Props

7. Signs
D. Selecting Merchandise
1. Sales:appeal

SA-18

2. Time appeal
3. Eye appeal
gl Building Effective Window Displays

SA-19

1. Planning

2. Installing

3. Safety
F. Evaluation
IV..

SA-20

Interior Display Presentations
A. Kinds
1 .

Open

2 . Cbsed case

B. Types
1. Island (Gondola)
2. ,End

SA-21; SA-22; SA-23
CTIB

3. Platform,

003-3.07-01-02

4. Shadow'Bok

5. Point-of-purchase
C. Signs
D. Evaluation
V.

SA-24

Point-of-Purchase (POP) Presentations
A Definition--A specialized form of visual merchandising
planned to reach customers who make impulse buying
decisions
B. Purposes and uses

"As

1. Gain customer attention
2. Clearly identify the product
3. Provide product information
4. Motivate the Oustomer to buy
C. Functions

CTIB

1. Advertising
Visual Merchandising/Display
C -c

003-3.08-01

2. Selling.
3. Merchandising.
D. POP-Misray Units
1.

SA-25

Counfer,
Sales register

2.
3. 'Floorstand
4. Freestanding pole units
5. Shelf-units
6. Tester units
7: Wall units,
8. Full-line, merchandise
9. Incentive and premium

CTIB 003-3.08-02

1 0.'Sign
E.

POP Design Systems

SA-26

1. Shelf management

2. Frame-out
3. Air space
4. Boutique
F.

VI.

Evaluation

Planning Visual Presentations
A. Selecting Merchandise

CTIB

B.

SA-27; SA-28
SA-29
SA-30

Selecting a Theme
Sketching Display Designs
D. Long-range Display Planning Tools
1. Calendar,
C.

2.
VII.

VIII.

Budget

Visual Merchandising Materials and Tools
A. Display. Materials
1. F1,90y-rnade
2. Custom-construction
B. Display Department Tools
Evaluation-of-Display Effectiveness

SA-31
CTIB 003-3.10-01-02

SA-32
CTIB 003-3.11-01-02

VIX. Common Errors in Display
A.

003-3.09-01-02

Too Much Merchandise

CTIB

B. Too Little Merchandise
D.

Lack bf an Underlying Theme
Too Many Props

E.

Inappropriate Props

F.

Displays Changed too Seldom

003-3.12-01-02

G Disp!sys Changed too Slowly
H. No Display Budget
I. Lack of Attention to Detail

Visual

Merchandising/Display
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S.

X.

J.

Errors in Applying the Principles-of Design

K.

Confused Customer Traffic Patterns Due to too Many PCPs

Trade Shows/Exhibits
A.

SA-33

Types

1. Permanent
'2; -Portable
3. Single-eventS.
C.

D.

IB

Planning
Exhibit Construction
Exhibit Contracts

1.

Visual Merchandising/Display
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003-3.13-01-02

STUDENT ACTIVITIES
VISUAL MERCHANDISING/DISPLAY
In Visual Merchandising: Planning, and Techniques (PR-2) readisages 1-7,
"The Role of Visual Merchandising." Answer the following questions based on
.your reading:.
1 .What It the purpose of visual merchandising?
2. Define visual' merchandising, sales promotion and display. What is their

SA-1

relationship?
3. Whit qe--thelnajor-components of sales promotion? Define each.
4. HoW dO displays contribute to Selling goodtand.services?
5. What do customers expect of merchandise displays?
6. What-competencies are'needed by a good display worker?
7. What are five common jobs in display work?

In Retail Marketing (PR-1) read

.s 363-37P, "Visual Merchandising."

SA-2

Answer the,ten questions o'h"page 372.

OA an-example of each. of the. three types of display (exterior, interior,
point-of-purchase) that you havdoseen recently.

SA-3

In ViSual Merchandising: Planning and Techniques (PR-2) complete Project 3
on page 79, "Selling Power of Visual Presentations."

SA-4

In Visual Merchandising: Planning and Techniques (PR-2) complete Project 4
on page 81, "Workers in Visual ,Merohandising."

SA-5

Arrange with, the teacher for a guest speaker who works in visual merchandising/
display to come to class.

SA-6

Go to the public library and find all the trade publications that deal with visual
merchandising. Make a list of them to turn in. Choose two articles from different
trade publimtions in visual merchandising, read them and write a summary of
each. Tell thErclass about each article that you have written about and from which
'trade publication you got it.

SA-7

In Visual Merchandising: Planning and Techniques (PR-2) read pages 8-20.
Complete Project 5 on page 83, "Elements of Display Design."

SA-8

In Retail Marketing (PR-1) read
Define thelermsin "Trade Tali,.

SA-9

les 372-379, "Creating Effective Displays."
answer-the nine questions in "Can You

Answer These?" on pages 378=-.319.

Visual Merchandising/Display
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Find examples in magazine advertisements that
each of the elements (line,
Shape, size, weight, texturor color) of design. Cut out the entinrad, paste on
,poster board, and 1001:tech. Be prepared to orally explain, Ay and how the
'Odvertisenients dePjci each element.

SA 10

In Visual Merchandising: Planning and Techniques (PR-2) complete Project 6
Ortpage 85, "Using Colorin Display."

SA-11

In Visual Merchandising: Planning and Techniques (PR-2) complete Project 7
on page 89, "Principles. of Display Design."

SA-12

Find examples in magazine advertittements-that show each athe principles
{harmony, contrast, emphasis, proportion, balance) of design. Cut out the
.entire ad; piLl or poster bdard, and label each. ,Be prepared to orally explain
how each principle is Shown in the ad.

SA-13

In Visual Merchandising: Planning and Techniques (PR-2) complete Project 8
on page.S.2-i.liezid Display Arrangements."

SA-14

Arrange for the classit;=go to,a mall. Have each student bring a camera. Each
student should photOgraph tewdifferent displays anywhere throughout the mall.
Develop the pldtures into slides. Each student should prepare a script for each
of his/her slides toinclude an :analysis of each display as to the elements,
,principles and arrangements of design.

SA-15,

In Visual Merchandising: Planning and Techniques (PR-2) read pages 21-3u.
'Complete Project l0ron page 97, "Identifying Window Presentations."

SA-16

In Visual Merchandising: Planning and Technique
on page 99, "Window Presentation Components."

(PR-2) complete Project 11

SA-17

In Visual Merchandising: Planning and Techniques (PR-2) complete Project 12
on page 101, "Merchandise Selection for Display."

SA-18

In Visual Merchandising: Planning and Techniques (PR-2) complete Project 14
on page 105, "Building Window Displays."

"SA-1:9

In Visual Merchandising: Planning and Techniques (PR-2) complete Project 15
on page 107, "Evaluating Window Displays."

SA-20

In Visual MerchandiOng: Planning and Techniques (PR-2) read pages 31-39
and c3mplete Projebt 17 on page 111, "Interior Display Designs."

SA-21
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In Visual Merchatiqising: Planning and Techniques (PR-2) complete Project 20
orizOage 121,'"Pinning Merchandise in a Visual Presentation."

SA-22

In Visual Merchandising: Planning and Techniques (PR-2) complete Project 21
on page 123,'"Flying Merchandise in a Visual Presentation."

SA-23

In Visual 'Merchandising :' Planning and Techniques (PR -2) complete project 22
on:page 125, "Designing Effective Show Cards."

SA-24

In Visual Merchandising: Planning and Techniques (PR-2) read pages 40-48
and complete project 24 on page 143, "Recognizing Point-of-Purchase Displays."

SA-25

In Visual Merchandising: -Planning and Technique (PR-2) complete Project 26
on page 147, "Point-of-Purchase Systems and Sources."

SA-26

In Visual Merchandising: Planning and Techniques (PR-2) read pages 57-62
and complete Project 34 on page 163, "Developing Creative Display Ideas."

SA-27

in "Visual Merchandising: Planning and Techniques (PR-2) complete Project 35
on page 167, "Creating 'Visual Presentations."

SA-28

In Visual Merchandising: _Planning and Techniques (PR-2) complete Project 36
on page 171. "Sketching Display PresentationS."

SA-29

In-Visual Merchandising: Planning and Techniques (PR-2) complete Project 37
on page 173, "Planning Display Presentations."

SA -30

In Visual Merchandising: Planning and Techniques (PR-2) read pages 63-73
and complete Project 38 on page 175, "Sources of Visual Pre,-entation Materials."

SA-31

in Retail Marketing (PR-1) read page 378, "Evaluating Displays."

SA-32

In Visual Merchandising: Planning and Techniques (PR-2) read pages 49-56
and complete Project 30 on page 155, "Deciding Whether to Exhibit."

SA-33
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EVALUATION-MEASURES
VISUAL MERCHANDISING /DISPLAY
COMPETENCY GOAL 3: The learner will demonstrate the ability to plan and design
s-

visUO-merchandising, (displays).
,COMPETENCY OBJECTIVE 3.01: Describe the relationship of visual mercha......ing to display
and promotion.

Test item `003.-3:01-01

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read each of the following statements. Determine
if-each,statement islrue,or false. Record the correct response in the blank to the left of each
statement.

1. Itie term '"Visual merchandising" covers efforts intended to make a business
establishment attractive and effective in its merchandise presentations.
sy.

2. PrornOtion inoludesiall business-initiated efforts to communicate with
-poteraal customers.
3. Display, is- ,one form'of advertising.

4. The main purpose of display is to make a store orbniness place more
attractive.
5. Display is a component of promotion.

Test item 003-3.01-02
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read each of the following statements. Determine
if the correct response is a, b,,or c. Record the correct response in the blank to the left of
each statement.
a. display

b. promotion
c. visual merchandising

1. Covers all seller-initiated,-efforts to communicate with potential customers.

2. The exposure of merchandis, .,o that customers-may see it, perhaps touch it,
and select it for purchase \it they desire.
2'

:Components include. building design, store layout, lights, signs, fixtures,
displays, and general store decoration.

4. Components include display, advertising, publicity, and personal selling.
5. A visual tool used by.businesses to promote specific merchandise, and to
establish an image or create customer acceptance.

-Visual
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COMPET"NCY OBJECTIVE 3.02: Describe how displays contribute to selling goods and services.

Test item 003-3.02-01

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: List in order the five steps of selling that good
displays should accomplish.

1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
Test item 003.-3.02-02

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: A good display contributes to sales by performing
several ft,nctions. List five of those functions.

4.
5.

Visual
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COMPETENCY OBJECTIVE 3.03: Describe the career opportunities available in visual
merchandising.

Test item 003-3.03-01

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read each of the following statements. Determine the
best response from the list-at the top. Record your response in the blank to the left, of each
statement.

a. Visual merchandising manager/director
b. Display specialist
c. Display assistant

d Trimmer
e. Free-lance specialist
1. Beginning worker who assists the display specialist in construction,
installation,, and maintenance of displays.

2. An individual who is. skilled in display work and who provides his/her services
for a fee.
3. The *soil_ responsible for planning and creating the visual presentations of
the store.
A worker who has more experience than the assistant and is more skilled in
arranging displays, fitting mannequins, and selecting and using appropriate,
accessories.

5. A worker knowledgeable in all aspects of display or especially talented in one
aspect of display.

Test item 003-3.03-02

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUL,ENTS: Read each of the following statements. Determine if
each statement is true orcalse. Rec-'rd the correct response (true or false) in the blank to
the left of each statement.

1. Display work is a good place to start a career in visual merchandising.

2.* The display assistant is usually responsible for creating all exterior and
interior c.1.:splays in a store.

3. In a business the responsibilities for display work should be assigned to
specific- workers.
4. Small businesses may have their displays installed by workers who also have

other responsibilities.
5., A free-lance display specialist usually is on the staff of the dispay department
of a large department store.

Visual MerchancliStrIg/Display
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COMPETENCY OBJECTIVE 3.04: Identify the elements and principles of design in visual
:merchandising /display..
TE:o.Si. item 003-3.04-01

i!NSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Name five of the six display elements and explain
each.

1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

Test item 003-3.0'

_

:12

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Name the five principles of display and explain each.
1.

2.

Visual
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COMPETENCY OBJECTIVE 3.05: Create displays utilizing the different display arrangements.

Test item 003-3.05-01

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Draw a rough sketch of a display utilizing each type
of display arrangement. Label each.

Test itein UO3-3.0;4-02

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Case study. Read and make proposals to the
>following 'questions.

John Victor is the'owner-manager of Victor's Jewelry Store. To increase sales volume, John
has decided .to athiseveral new lines of medium- and low-priced watches andoostume jewelry.
In the past John has relied on the repetition arrangement for displaying most merchandise in
this store. Because you are a display.consultant, he asks your assistance in identifying new ways
to display his merchandise.
What types of display 'arrangement,might John use?
What requirements' must John's displays meet in order to be successful?

Therefore, which of the- arrangements you identified would be best to start?

Vcsual
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COMPETENCY OBJECTIVE 3:06: Describe theAypes, uses and components of a window display.

Test item 003- 3.06 -01

STUDENT INSTRUCTIONS: Read each of the following statements. Determine if each
statement is tract or false. Record the correct response (true or false) in the blank to the left
of each statement.

1. Store window presentations may take a wide variety of forms, but the purpose
of all such displays is to sell merchandise and create a favorable image.
2., Closed window designs use, the entire store as a part of the display.

"3. The most popular use for window display is to present a collection of related
merchandise.

4. When installing a window, it is usually best to start with the smaller props and
then arrange the larger use.
5. Mass displays are 'frequently used by specialty stores to feature fashion goods.

Test item 00t'''1.06-02

.STUDENT INSTRUCTIONS: List five of the seven components of a display window.

2.

3.

4.
5.

Visual
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COMPETENCY OBJECTIVE 3.07: Create,interior displays.

Test item 003-3(67-01

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Case study. Read and'make proposals.
Itin -Victor Is the owner-manager of Victor's Jewelry store. To increase sales - volume, John
hastdedidedlo add several new lines,of mediUrn- and low- priced watches and costume jewelry.
Beceuse,he has a4-eitst no clos-d counter space, he neeciS,.to find other ways in which to display
the'new machandise.
Considering the 'type of merchandise, what other kindS of interior display units do you
recommend for John's use?

Test item 603=3.07-02
INSTRUCTIONS TO: STUDENTS: Read each of the following statements. Record your
respons4 in the blank to the left of each statement.

1. ,Manufacturer-supplied displays positioned to encourage impulse buying are
known as

point-of-purchase
b. shadow-box
a.

c.
d.

ledge

exterior

`2. Sometimes referred to as gondolas, these displays are designed through the use
of large, open display tables stacked high with sale or featured merchandise.
a. end

c.

b. island

d platform

shadow box

3. An open display on a raised surface placed on the :loor of the store.
a. island
c. platform

b. end

d.

shadow thox

4. These displays make use of store walls, ledges, wall shelves, and partitions.
a.

background

b., is'

,d

c.

platform

d.

end

5. An enclosed &play obx built into a wall or placedon a counter or ledge.
a. island
c. shadow ly)x
b. end
d. background

Visual
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COMPETENCY OBJECTIVE 3.08: Describe the uses, pUrpses and functions of,point-of-purchase
diSPiii;s (POPO,

Test- 'item 003-8.08-01

'INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: the following state Tents are examples of POPs.
Write th:t4):tter of the appropriate funatioii to the,?eft of the statement,that each example shows.
a.

c.

Adjiertising Junction
Selling function
Merchandising function.

1. A tester for cologne which allows the customer to sample the product.

2. A sign,ingicaling that certain credit cards are amepted.
3. A film display from which the customer may take mer.t.handise.

4. Lighted units identifying i1- 'store specOs.
5. A candy display from which the customer may take merchandise.

Trt.st

item 003-3.08-C2

INSTRUCTIONS, TO STUDENTS.: Point-of-purchase displays vary widely in design
and depending on the function of the display. Name five POP units and briefly describe each.

2.

3.
4.

5.

Visual
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'COMPETENCY OBJECTIVE 3109: Recognize the importance of planning in developing visual

presentation/displays.,
'''Test Rein 003 - 3.09 -01

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Reed,each of the following statements. Determine if
each-statementis true or false. Record the correct response (true or false) In the blank to
the left of each statement.

1. Most "effective" displays require- very little planning.
2. Multiple display themes are most effective in attracting customer interest.
3. The primary purpose-of a display-planning budget is to keep track of the times
when displays should be constructed.

4. The last step in successful,displaypanning is to select the merchandise to be
presented.

5. Among the most valuable sources of display ideas are various store promotions.

Test item 003-3.09-02

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: What are five of the six possible sources of display
ideas?

2.

3.

4.

5.

Visual
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COMPETE_ NCY OBJECTIVE 3.10: Identify Materials and tools used in visual merchandising/
4ISplay..

Test item 003-3.10-01

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read each of the following statements. Determine if
each,Staternent-,is true or. false. Record the correct response (true or false) in the blank to
the left of each statement.

1. Ready-made display materials are those created by workers in the store's
display shop.
2. Mannequins are three-dimensional figures used in display to represent
humans.

3. A good display background should enhance the merchandise being featured.

4. Some decorative p Ipt.should be used in every visual presentation.
5. Foam core panels have_a core of lightweigh. plastic and are easily sawed.

Test Item 003-3.10-02
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: List ti .e common panel materials used in custom
display construction.

2.
3.
4.

5.

Visual Merchandising /Display
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COMPETENCY QBJECI IVE 3.11: Evaluate display effectiveness.

Test item ,003-3.11-01

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Devise a form that can be used to evaluate the
effectiveness'of a diOlay.

Test item 003 - 3.11 -02

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Write a 50 word essay on the criteria on which to
evaluate the effectivenesi of a display.

Visual
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COM'PETENICY OBJECTIVE 3.12: Recognize common errors in display.

Test item 003-3.12-01

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: List five common errors in display.

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

Test item 003-3.12-02

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read each of the following statements. Determine if
each statement is true or false. Record the correct response (true or false) in the blank to
the left of each statement.

1. A display should have as mush merchandise in it as possible.
2. Props enhance the selling message.
3. Different merchandise may be displayed together as long as one theme is
apparent.

4. Displays should be changed at the time when traffic in the store is at its lowest.
5. A display should have several focal points or points of emphasis.

Visuai
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COMPETENCY OBJECTIVE 3.13: Describe the use of trade shows/exhibits.

Test item 003-3.13-01
INSTRUCTIONS. TO STUDENTS: Read each of the following statements. Determine if
each statement true or false. Record the L. :rect response (true or false) in the blank to
the left of each statement.

1. Exhibits are used by manufactwers or suppliers to show their products at
trade showil, conventions, or other events attracting potential buyers.

2. Permanent exhibits are shown throughout the year in marketing centers in
major cities such as Dallas and Chicago.

3. It is usually best if- a firm uses its standard logo in its exhibits.
4. The main reason firms give for participating in exhibits is that they want to
show their products in artistic settings.
5. The most effective exhibits tend to be those having an impressive backdrop,
artistic props, and variable lighting systems.

Test item 003-3.13-02

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: List the three categories or types of exhibits.

3.

List three of the six questions that should be asked by a firm considering exhibiting.

1.

Visual Merchandising/Display
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KEY TO TEST ITEMS
VISUAL MERCHANDISING/DISPLAY
Test

!tern

003-3.01-01

TEST ITEM 003-3.03-02

T

1-.

2. T

1.

T
T
T
F

3.
4.

F
F

2.
3.
4.

-5.

T

5'.

Test

Item

1.

b

2.
3.
4.

a
c

-5.

a

003-3.01-02

Test

Test

Item 003-3.02-01
Attract attention,
Arouse interest

2.
3.
4.
5.

Item

003-3.02-02

(Students may c:roose any five.)
1. 'Showing goods being used in action or indicating how,they might be used.
2. Stimulating the sale of additional items or
aocessorias
3. Increasing I.,: amount of each sale by moving
the customer up to a better model or quality
of product.
4. Creating an atmosphere that will invite the
Customer to return to the business time after
time.
5. Presenting the merchandise in a way that the
customer may select the appropriate product
without the help of a salesperson.
6.
Providing the customer with enough information
that obstacles to buying are removed.

1.

3.
4.
5.

003-3.04-01

Linc
Si

a

Size

Texture
We'jht
Color

Item

1.

Harmony

2.
3.
4.
5.

Contrast

003-3.04-02

Emphasis

Proportion
Balance

Test

Item

003-3.05.01

00
C

C..)000

0000 C.)
Radiation

Pyramid

L

11E00
Step

Repetition

Test
2.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Test

Create desire
Build confidence
Direct action

Test

Item

(Students may choose any five of the following.)

b-

1.

F

Item

003-3.03-01

c
e
a

1

:-

d

b

Zig-Zag

Visual Merchandising/Display
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I

Test

item

003-3.05-02

Test

John might-use any of the five 'types of arrange-

ments-repetition, step, pyramid, zig-zag, or
-radiation.
They, mdstbe-open so thaLcustorners may
-inspeCt the merchandise without a salesperson's

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Item

003-3.08-01

b
a
c
a
c

help. But they must beIlear a register so a sales-

Test

person can ,see.what is going an to prevent

(Students may choose any five.)
1.
Counter Units--fast _moving convenience
goods such as candy, tobacco and health
and beauty aids
2.
Sales Register Units-placed near a cash
register-gurn and magazines

shoplifting.
A pOini;of-purchase step or pyramid arrangement
plaCed neiii-iiouregister or in a spot that can be
easily obsenied, b.
.iespeople.or security.

3.

Test

Item

003-3.06-01

1.

T

4.

3.

F
T

5.

5.

F
6.

Heal 003-3.0342
(Stu6ents:marchoose any five of the following.)

Teat
1.

Background

2.
3.
4.
5.
J.

Floor coverings
Sides and,ceilings

3_

_Signs

Merchandise
Lighting
Props

Test

Item

"good

Wall Units-attach directly to walls to

8.

utilize unused space--picture frames,
mirrors, curtain rods, drapery
hardware
Full-Line Merchandiser Units--provide a
single selling area for one manu-

facturer's products--gloves, knitwear,
003-3A:17-01

9.

customers to inspect and handle the merchandise
,without the help of a salesperson, For example,
point-of.pdrchase displays near the register

10.

would be appropriate so the -42lesperson can be
near the ousted/hers as they look at the jewelry.
This would cut down on shoplifting.

Test
1.

1.

a

2.
3.
4.
5.

b
c
a

Test

003-3.07-02

c

cosmetics
Incentive and Premium Units--any
merchandise that has a coupon on the
POP rack

2.
3.
4.
5.

Item

Floorstand Units-mufti -sidee fixtures- light bulbs, hosiery, greeting cards
Free standing Pole Units-Pole with
hr its on it--film or batteries
shelf Units--attached directly to
existing store shelving--spices, tea or
drink mixes
Tester Units--customer may try a
product before buying it--toiletries,

7.

Open interior disp'ay units that will allow the

Test

Item -0034.08-02

Sign Units - .attract customers' attention
and dire :t them to product location

Item

003-3.09-01

F
F
F
F

T

Item

003-3.09-02

(Students may choose any five.)
1.
Merchandise
2.
Store Promotions
3.
Competition
4,
Customers
5.
Publications
6.
Personal Files

Visual
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Test

Item

1.

F

2.
3.
4.
5.

T

003-3.10-01

Test

003-3.10-02

The essay should include five of the seven
following criteria:
1. Power to Attract Attention--Are the
elements and principles of display used
to appeal to potential customers? Is
a theme or clever idea apparent?
2
Arrangement--Does ell:, display reflect the
character-of the business? C^ show cards
improve or help the display? is there
enough rlirchandise in the display?
3. CI Inlic .s- -Are all exposed r
clean, frest); -and well maintained? Is the
merchandise neatly d.:,played?

F

T

Test Item
3.
4.

plywood
'hArdboard
plasterboard
foam core

5.

acrylic

1.
2.

TeSt- Mom 003-3.11-01
Possible Points

Points

Timeliness-Are the items Selected
appropriate for the season and the overall
promotional theme? Are the items in keep
ing with timely merchandise trends?

5.

Selling Power - -Is the dominant item

6.

clearly the focus of the display? Does
the lighting produce the appropriate mood?
Are buyer` benefits clearly shown by the
presentation and/or use or show cards?
Does the display take the cuStorm
through the five steps of:selling (Attract
attention, arouse interest, create desire,
build Confidence, and direct action)?
Lighting-,Does the lighting enhance the

Comments

IIMMI,

Subject-Its

20

appropriateness

in the store
situation
Neatness and-prepa-

10

ration of the
display area
Message and total

10

effect
Elements:
Props
Shelf
Lighting
Showcard
Merchandise
Organization and

coios used? Are the lighting fixturet

20

7.

Test

Item

003-3.12-01

(Student may choose any five of the following.)

20

Emphasis

Harmony
Balance
Rhythm

Proportion
Color-Theme and
execution

Technical Quality - -Do prop:. and other
materials enhance the visual presentation?

Also, the essay could include the criteria
mentioned in test Item key 003-3.12-01.

10

planning
Promptness
Sketch

Principles:

003-3.11-02

4.

A possiole display evaluation form might look like this.
Criterion

Item

10

Any of the criteria mentioned in test itert. keys
003-3.11-02 and 003-3.12-01 may be incorporated in the form.

1.

Too much merchandise

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Too little mrchandise
Lack of arc; underlying theme

Too many raps
Inappropriate prop.
Displays changed too seldom
Displays changed too slowly
No display budget

Lack of attention :o detail
Errors in applying the principles of di; play
Confused traffic patterns due jo too many

Visual Merchandising/Display
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Test
1.

Item

003-3.12-02

Item

003-3.13-01

F

2.. T

3. T
4. T.
5. F

Test

1. T
2. T
3. T
4. F
5.

F

Tes

Herr, 003-3.13-02
Permanent
2. Portable
3. Single-event
1.

(Students may choose any three of these.)
1. Is the use of exhibits ,,suitable for our type of
btisiness or product?

2: Would a program cl,ext.iNiing serve to reach
our desired market(s)?
3.
4.

Do we have- good opportunities to exhibit within
our market area?
Would exhibiting complement our present
promotional budget?

5. Are the costs of exhibiting with, the scope of
our promotional budget?
6. Do.we have access to expert help in planning and

crer,'ng exhibits?

Visual
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COMPETENCIES
SELLING

COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The learner will demonstrate the ability to utilize selling
techniques in advertising and promotion.

-COMPETENCY OBJECTIVES
4.01

Explain the purpose and importance )f

4,02 Identify the steps in the selling process.
4.03 -,Recognize the value of effective communications in selling.
4,04 :DevelopADersonality traits /work habits important to business.
4.05 Desdribe :the nature of positive customer/client relation3.
4.06 Handle customer inquiries,
4.07 Interpret busine4 policies to. customer /clients.
4-.05

Open:the,sales.presehtation.

4.09
4.10

QUestion customers/clients for information.
Address the needs of individual personalities.
Use buying-Motives as the basis for sales promotion.
Facilitate customer- buying decisions.

4.11

4.12
4.13
4.14
4.15
4.16
4.17
4.18
.4.19

Use -feature/benefit -selling.
Showt.'reate examplos of the product.
Handle K:Ustomer/client objections.
Close the sale.
Use suggestion-selling.
-Explain follow-up techniques.
Use telemarketing techniques.

4.20

Explain the key factors in Wilding a clientele

Selling
D-2

CONTENT/TEACHING OUTLINE
SELLiNG
1. Ways to Advertise
A.

Buying- Representative Offices

B. Advertising Agencies
C. Newspapers
D. Outdoor Sign Manufacturers
E.

Radio-

F.

Local Television

G Magaiines
II. Purpose and 'Importance of Selling
A. Purposes
1. Personal-Selling

SA-1

2. Impersonal Selling
B. Importance
1. Raise profits
2. Create demand
C.

I

II .

3. Create jobs
Importance of the Advertising Sales representative
1. Represents the business favorably
2. Builds clientele
3. raises busine, s profits through sales

CTIB

004-4.01-01-02

SA-2
CTIB

004-4.02-01-02

Steps of a Sale
A.

Attention

B. Interest
C.

Desire

D. Conviction

E Action
IV. Communic lions in Selling
A.

Elements of Communication

1. Sender
2. Receiver
3. Message

4. Medium
5. Feedback
B. Levels o: Communication

1. Vertical communication

a Upward
b. Downward

Selling
D-3

2.

Horizontal wrimunication

0.Formal communication

I

Irformal communication
Ways of ComMunieating Effectively

SA-3

4-.

C.

1.. Speaking

a.

Importance of communicating verbally

b.

Ke'y :elements_of verbal communication
-14es of verbal communication
Listening and:Observing

SA-4, SA-5
SA-6

C.

2.

a. Listen attentively'
Barriers 'to listening
Good listening habits

b.
c:

3.

SA-7, SA-8

Writing
a Uses of writing,
b. Criteria for written communications
c. Basic guidelines for written communications

4.

SA-9

Reading

a Skimming- for main points
b. Scanning for locating facts
c. Studying for kidain;, ew.;:ziating, understanding

5.

Body language"
Gestures
b. Facial expressions
c. Posture

a
V.

CTIB

Personality Traits/Work Habits
A.

B.

PhysiCal 'Characteristics
1. Body structure
2. Posture
3. Body--moVement mannerisms
4. Health
5. Grooming
Mental Characteristics
1. Intelligence
2. Attitude
3. Interest and enthusiasm
4. Loyalty and dependability
.5.

C.

SA-10

SA-11

Initiative

6, Creativity
7. Honesty and integrity
8. Courtesy and tact
9. Self-confidence and poise
Emotional Characteristics
1. Empathy
2. -Self-control
3. Friendliness
4. Cheerfulness

SA-12

SA-13

Selling
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004-4.03-01-02

D. Work Habits
1. Accepting and constructively using criticism
2. Behaving in an orderly and systematic manner
3. Using good time management
4.
llowing oral and written directions

SA-14
CTIB 004-4.04-01-02

VI. Customer/Client Relations

A Areas of Customer /Client Relations
1. 'Community relations
2. Public relations

3. Cuskimertervices offered
B.

Personal Tools, for Good Relations
1'.

Intelligence

2. A smile
3. A voice
4. Hands
5. The telephone
6

A feeling-for people

SA-15
CTIB 004-4.05-01-02

7. Business loyalty
VII. Handling. Customer inquires

A Forms of Customer Inquiries
1. Letters
2. Phone calls
3. Personal visits to the &Usk% is
B.

Reasons for Customer Inquiries
1. To inquire' about services offered

2. To inquire about prices
3. To check an existing orders
C. How to Handle Inquiries
1. Identify the reason for the inquiry

2. Answer the inquiry
S. Be accurate and concise

4. Be friendly in tone
5. Ask for feedback
6. Ascertain that the client understands

VIII. Interpreting Business Policies
A. Reasons for Interpreting Policy
1. Explaining processing times for ads (products)
2. Explaining rules/regulations
3. Explaining layout procedures
4. Explaining costs
B.

Tips for InterrAng Policy
1. State the specific policy
2. Explain how it applies to the situation

Selling
D-5
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SA-16
CTIB 004-4.06-01-02

IX.

Opening thc:Sales Oresentation

A Take Control
B.: Use the Customer's Name
C. Use the Business Name/Logo/Slogan
D. Usilyledia Kits, Rate Cards, Other Business Tools
X.

SA-18
CTIB 004-4.08-01-02

Questioning Clienti.torinformation
A Significance of Questioning in Selling
1. To 'Obtain informt4ion
2,. TO make satisfying sales

3. To understand-customer 'bettei
a Establish, relationships with clients
b. -Get'clients talking about needs and wants
c. (EnableS saiesperSon to bettct- meet client's needs
d. Allows salesperson to follow-up and evaluate the
sale
-B. How to :Question Clients
1. Types of questions to ask
a. 'Open endil,
O. AisuMptiVe.
c.

Interpretive.

2. How.many questions to ask

a Limit the number
b. Consider selection of products/services
c. Use questioninJ statements
d. Ask enough questions to satisfy the customer's
needs

3. When to ask questions

a Timing
b. Place
4. Guidelines for questioning
a ShOw concern for the client
b. Had a purpose for questions
c. Be simple and straight forward
d. Space questions out
e. Use pauses

f. Limit initial questions to three
g. Tailor questions to customer typo
h. Select products/services based on customers
responses

i. Ask more direct questions as demonstration
continues
J .
Use questions for getting feedback and follow-up

Selling
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SA-19
CTIB 004-4.09-02-03

XI.

Addressing the Needs of Indivuduals
A. Customer Types
1. Decided customer

a Characteristics
.0. How to handle
2. Undecided customer
a -Characteristics
b.

How to handle

3. ."Just-looking Customer"
a. 'Characteristics
b.
B.

C.

D.

How to handle

Customer Buying Motives
1. Obtain benefits
2. Fulfill needs
3. Fulfiff wants
Classifying Buying Motives
1. Product and patronage
2. Rational and emotional
3. Primary .andselective
Determining Customer Buying Motives
1. Observe-WS-to-trier
2 Listen to- customrr

3. Show interest in customer
4. Ask questions
E.

XII.

rs'istomers as Individuals
Be able to identify types
Be able to determine buying motives
Realize that every customer
a is a part of a distinct business setting.
b. is affected by social and psychological forces
c. has-knowledge and or attitude from past
experiences

Facilitating Buying Decisions
Ways to Facilitate Buying Decisions
1. Feature /Benefit selling
a Use specialized information about products/
services
b. Point our hidden benefit:.
c. Translate product features to customer benefits
2. Show/Create product examples to:
a Dramatize-the pres,",mtatibn
b. Appeal to the customer's reason and emotion
c. Explain technicalities in common language
3. 'Offer customer statements as testimonials to
demonstrate the effectiveness of advertising

SA-21

CTIB

004-4.11-01-02

SA-22, SA-23

A.

Selling
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SA-24

SA-25, SA-26
CTIB 0(4-4.12-01-02
CTIB 004-4.13-01-02
CTIB 004-4.14-01-02

XIII. Handling Objections
A.

:Customers /Clients May Object to:

1. Price
2. product
3. Company

4. Time
B.

5. Quantity/Package deals
6. Need
Methods for Handling Objections
1. "Yes, but . .."
2. Boumering/Toss it back

3. Denial
4. Point/Counterpoint

5. Inquiry

C.

-6. "Show 'em" or Demonstration
7. Testimonial
8. Try it or Contingent
Procedures for Handling
1. Listen carefully
'2. Pause before answering
3, Emphasize 'Customer/client needs
4. Avoid arguments
5. Restate objections (Clarify)
6. Turn objections into selling points
7. Answer/Handle c'bjections honestly

SA-27
CTIB 004-4.15 11-02

XIV. Closing the Sale
A.

Techniques
1. Direct
2. Choice
3. Assumption

4. Minor points
5. Summary
6. Standing room only
7. Close on an objection
8. Contrast advantages/disadvantages
9. Suggest success from purchasing

10. Narrative
11. Contingent
12. Related merchandise

B.

13. Bonus
14. Silence
1. Use the appropriate technique
2. Maintain a positive attitude
3. Display self-confidence
4. Avoid negative closes

Selling
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5.
6.
7.

Don't try to oversell
Leave the customer in a state of decision
Always be closing (ABCs of closing)

SA-28
CTIB

e04-4.16-01-02

Suggestion-Selling
A 1. Suggest additional merchandise/services

2.
3.
4.

B.

C.

XVI.

Show new products/services
Selling up/moril,affective and expensive
products/services
Importance of Suggestion Selling
1. Builus profit
2. Saves-time
3. Can save money for the client
4. Can increase commissions for salespersons
Guidelines forSuggestion Selling
1. Satisfy customers origina! requests first
2. Explain the benefits of the suggested items
3. Make positive and specific suggestions

SA-29
CTIB 004-4.18-01-02

Follow-up Sales
A.
Techniques for Follow-up
1. Surveys
2. Mailing lists

3.
4.
B.

:VII.

Suggest package deals

Telephone contacts

On-site visits

Reasons for Follow-ups
1. Advertising new products/services
2. Increasing customer/client satisfaction
3. Customer relations
4. Solicit additional business
5. Observe success of original purchases

SA-30
CTIB 004-4.18-01-02

Telemarketing Techniques
A.

B.
C.

D.
E.

F.

G

Use. Good Sales Vocabulary and Diction
Ask Qualifying QueStions
Make SUggestions Based on Benefits Sought by
Customer

Get and Give Accurate Information
Give your name
Get the Customer's Name and Use it Often
Be Personable and Friendly

Selling
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SA-31
CTIB 004-4.19-01-02

*VIII. Building Clientele
& Clientele Defined--Customers who -roquest products
and services -from-your business--may be regular or
otcasicinal.purchasers.
B. Techniques, for Building Clientele
-_1. KtioW your customers andproducts/services

3-.

purchasedRemember client's names
ReinemberNames/Slogans/Logos used by client's

4'.

-Give out business cards to clients and prospects

2.

in past

C.

5. Maintain a customer/client card file
Reasons customers patronize a particular business

1. ;Quality products

2.
3.

Quality services
Goodwill

SA-32
CTIB 004-4.20-01-02
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES
SELLING

In

SA-1

Complete the Communications Crossword Puzzle, page D-14.
Complete -the activity, Communications: Proper Enunciation, page D-16.
Complete theactivity, Communications: Tone of Voice, page D-17.

SA-2
SA-3
SA-4
SA-5

Complete_the activity_, Telephone Etiquette, page D-18'.

'S A -6

Ccimplete the activity, Evaluate Your Listening Habits, page D-20.
Complete- the activity, Your Listening Profile, page D-22-25.

SA-7

Helping Customers Buy, 2nd edition (PRoi); read pages 3-5 and
and pagas 8-10.
Read the-Kandoutt Steps of the Sale, liege D-13.

"S A -8

Complete the-activity, Written Communications--Rewrite The Message,
page D-26.
In Selling: Helping Customers Buy, 2nd edition (PR#1), read pages 16-27.

Skr9

Complete MarkED HuMan.Relations-Lap-#13:---"PersonerAppearance's (0145).
Complete MarkED Human Relations-LAP #10. Students may also complete

SA-11

Human Relations LAPs #20, #14, #15, and #19- (PR#5).
Complete MarkED Human Relations LAPs #17 and #18 (PR#5).
Complete MarkEd HuMan Relations LAPs #3 and #4 (PR#5).
Complete the Public Relations Worksheet, page D-27.
Complete the Customer Inquiries Worksheet, page D-28.

Complete the Interpreting Butiness Policies worksheet, page D-30.
Complete the MarkED Selling LAP #101 (PR#5).
.

View the transparencies from the MarkED Selling LAP #114, numbers 1-5
and 8 (PR#5).
In Selling: Helping Customers BOy, 2nd edition (PR#1),,read pages 120-125.
Read the handout, Custcinier Buying MoNes, page 31.

View the transparencies from the MarkED Selling LAP #109;
numbers I, 2- and-Z--(PR#5).
Read pages 3-10 of the MarkED Selling LAP (student copy)' #108 (PR#5).
Complete -the-MarkED Selling 'LAP -#113 (PR#5).
Read the handout, Purposee of Showing or Creating Examples of the Product
for use in SellingAo -Clients, page D-32.
-In Selling: Helping Customers_Buy, 2nd edition (PR#1), read page 175.

View the transparencies from MarkED Selling LAP #100 (PR#5).

Selling
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S A-1.0
:S A- 1 2

SA-13
SA-14
SA-15
SA-16
SA-17
SA-18
SA-19

SA-20
SA-21
SA -22

SA-23
3 A-24
SA-25
SA-26
SA-27

View the transparenciet from. MarkED Selling LAP #107 (PR#5).
-Complete the Suggestion Selling worksheet, page D-33.
Read the handout, Following:Up on Sales, page D-35.

in Selling: Helping Customers Buy, 2nd edition (PR#1), read Chapter 18,
pages 352-367.
In Human- Relations at Work, 3rd edition (PR#2), read pages 144-151.

Selling
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S A-28

SAr29
S A-30

SA-31

SA-32

SA-2

THE STEPS OF A SALE

ATTENTION

Make contact with the customer

INTEREST

Question t e customer to determine interests,
needs and wants

.DESIRE

Demonstrate how the produce/service will benefit
the customer

'CONVICTION

Review the benefits of the product/service and
watch for buying signals

ACTION

Ask the customer to buy

Selling
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COMMUNICATIONS: PROPER ENUNCIATION

$A-4

iNSTRUCTIONS TO- STUDENTS: Divide the groups'into 3-5 people. Once you are in
.

-Your.grotip,,appoint-a leader. The leadershduid-read each df the following list of words. Other
,group Participants should listen for words which are,-not clearly enunciated. When the group
leader has completed-a list, 'group members should discuss those words which did not seem clear.
They should came-to-an agreement on correct enunciations for all
practice this
correct enunciation.
WORD- LISTS:

Litt _L

slept
gccd

:potato
them

didn't

squirrel

across

better

poem
wash

,_tersey

when

trip
library

dirt
get
since

,qtrantity

just
third

house

recognize

country
promptly

partner
again

Washington
depths
midst
shouldn't.

that

laboratory
picture

whisper

butter
singing

bird

further
'world

how
garden

bails
water

probably

mirror

such
fence

candidate

communication
whether
When each group has completed this assignment,,group leaders-sholild report thoge-words
which' his/her,groUp found_to-be-diificult16 properly enunciate. The class should'practice these

:together:Just for fun: Volunteer to read one of the following tongue twisters aloud for the class. Try
to properly enunciate-eadh
1.. -Shy. SaraiLaaw six swiSs:wriSt matches.
2. Freddy, Fincit fried 'five fish for rances-FoWlers-father.
-1;.
Poor Penny Pauper-purohasectpeppere from Paterson's produce.
4. Thomas TattertootAooklaut twine to lie ten twigs to two tall trees.
-6.. -06-661-01jcliet's geometry and'gramMar grades for this grading ,period

Selling
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,COMMUNICATIONS: TONE OF VOICE
TONE OF VOICE OFT' EN CONVEYS MEANING TO A MESSAGE: ErTHUSIASM, SINCERITY, AND
:EAGERNESS ARE jUSt-A FEW OF THE MEAN INGSWHICH CAN BE CONVEYED THROUGH TONE OF

lvoco,

101.11t1C,TIONS TO ,,STUDENTS:. Divide into groups of three. Each group member
should identify a word, phrase or sentence which can have different meaning depending on the
ione-Of-voice*edlwhen speaking: Write down the word, phrase, or statement and a minimum
vof threedifferent meanings Which you can convey to other group Members-through'changing
.,youtiOne,o,f-voice. :Read your word, phrase or sentence to the:Other group members using each
outhes.tones,Ofivoicb which you have written down: The other group members should try to
-

identify:eaoff,meanind.

EXAMPLE:- The word is "Oh"
Some meanings which can be conveyed for "Oh" by changing tone of voice are,

a)

You'have just founcfout that a close friend has been injured in an accident.

b) Grandparents. are seeing thefr--grandchild,for the very first time.

c)

You have just won a $150,000 sweepstakes.

d)

You are tired and relieved to be through with a school'project.

_

Selling
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SA=6
TELEPHONE ETIQUETTE
:4

.
COURTEOUS AND EFFICIENT HANDLING OF THE TELEPHONE IS IMPORTANT, ESPECIALLY IN
BUSINESS

INSTRUCTIONS:TO-STUDENTS; Read each of theiesponses below and rate each as:
=GOOD; FAIR, or POOR. If you give a rating of FAIR or POOR you should explain why you
consider it to be FAIR or. POOR' and write, an improved response.

RESPONSE

A

"Yeah, this is the Advertising
Department."

B.

"We require all clients to pay

RATING

in advance."

C.

"Mr: 'Smith isn't back yet. He's

probably still'at lunch."

D.

"All our stuff is top quality
merchandise."

E.

"Mrs. Clark, I will be happy to
check on that order for you."

Selling
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EXPLAIN/IMPROVED RESPONSE

SA-6
TELEPHONE ETIQUETTE

i

ool:FITEOUS AND EFFiCIENT HANDLING OF THE TELEPHONE IS IMPORTANT, ESPECIALLY IN
-BU SINESS

.

INSTRUCTIONS TO ST'JDENTS: Read each of the responses below and rate each as:
GOOD, FAIR, or POOR. If you give a rating of FAIR or POOR you should explain why you
)consider it to be FAIR or POOR and write an improved response.
5-

RESPONSE

A.

"Yeah, this-is the Advertising

RATING

EXPLAIN/IMPROVED RESPONSE

Poor

"Yeah" is a slang term, it
shows indifference.

Department."

Fair
B.

"We -require all clients to pay
in advance."

C.

"Mr. Smith isn't back yet. He's
probably still at lunch."

or

Fair
or

Poor
D.

"All out stuff is -top quality

Lack of courtesy is shown.

Poor

Poor

merchandise."

it = sounds like- Mr. Smith has
been out to lunch for a very
long time.

The use of the word "stuff"
indicates a lack of value
placed on the merchandise.

E.

"Mrs. Clark, I will be happy to
check on that order for you."

Good

Selling
D-19

Courteous and efficient.

SA -7
EVALUATE YOUR LISTENING HABITS
GOOD USTENING HABITS ARE EXPECTED IN BUSINESS.

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: The checklist below can help you -to evaluate your
listening. habits. Try to answer each question sitgeOvely.

DO' YOU

USUALLY

1. Prepare yourself physically by, facing the
speaker and making sure that,you can hear?

2. Watch the ,speaker while listening?
3. Keep your mind on what the speaker is
communicating?

4. Evaluate your own bias, if any, and try to
keep that in mind?
5. Listen for facts, ideas, and feelings?
6.. Decide from the speaker's appearance and
delivery whether or not what he/she has to

say is worthwhile?
7. Interrupt_ immediately if you hear an

incorrect statement?
8. Make sure before answering that -you have
taken in the other person's point of view?

9. Try to have the last word?
10. Make a conscious effort to evaluate the logic
and credibility of what you hear?
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SOMETIMES NOT OFTEN

S-A-7
EVALUATE YOUR LISTENING HABITS
GOOD LISTENING HABITS ARE EXPECTED IN BUSINESS.

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: The checklist beloW can help you to evaluate your
listening habits. Try to answer each question objectively.

DO YOU .

USUALLY

. .

1. Prepare yourself physically by facing the

SOMETIMES NOT OFTEN

10

5

2. Watch the speaker while listening?

10

5

3. Keep your mind o what the speaker is
communicating?

10

5

0

4. Evaluate yourown bias, If any, and try to
keep that in mind?

10

5

0

5. Listen for facts, ideas, and feelings?

10

5

0

0

5

10

0

5

10

10

5

0

0

5

I0

10

5

0

0

speaker and making sure that you can hear?

6. Decide from the speakers appearance and
delivery whether or not what he/she has to

say is worthwhile%
7. interrupt immediately if you hear an
incorrect statement?
8. Make sure before answering that you have
taken in the other person's point of view?

9. Try to have the last word?
10. Make a conscious effort to evaluate the logic
and credibility of what you hear?
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0,11STENING,,PROFILE
n

S A-1

;PART:*: 'YOUR-LISTENING PROBLEMS
:PROBLEMS
THIS ACTIVITY WILL' HELP YOU

SOME LISTENING PROBLEMS. AFTER READING
THE'FaibwiNp QUESTIONS,- DECIDE WHICH PROBLEMS YOU HAVE AND WHAT YOU CAN DO TO
IMPFIOVEYOUR*LISTENING HABITS;

'INSTRUCTIONS TO -STUDENTS;
Step 1:- Flead'each item carefully, and- record how often the problem affects you. Be sure to
check:an ensWerfor each Reim

Step 2:
Step 3:

A == Always, 1.1' = Usually,
= Sprpetimes, and N = Never
Decide Whith are your worst three problems, and rate thernty writing a 1, 2, or 3
in the column at ,the
(3,* the very worst-problem)
ReadfthelistOf,probleM cures on :the next-page and choose the cure which you think is
apprOpriate to helti,you correct your problems.

Step 1:

Step 2:

(1,2,3)-

odr.:

A. U S N

1. .Are you easily distracted by people?

AUSN

2. Ate you easily distracted by outside noises?

A U S-N

3. Do you look for things to distract you?

AUSN

4. Do you day dream.in school?

AUS

5. Do you daydream at home when you should be studying?

AU.SN

6. Do you have a know-it-eaffitude when people try to explain
something to you?

AUSN
U S -N

AUSN

7. Are you able to remember what you have heard?
8. Are you accused by others of, taking things the wrong way?
9. If you are part of a group that is criticized, do you think the

criticism is meant for you alone?

AUSN

10. -Do you let your prejudices keep you from listening?

A U,S N

11. Dri you have a habit of closing your mind to people if they do
not think as you think?

AUSN

12. Do you argue mentally with people if you don't agree with
something they say?'

A USN

13. If you do not likea person, do you let that influence your
opinion of what he/she has to say?

NOW:MOVE ON TO THE NEXt PAGE OF CURES.
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SA-8
Step 3: 4Prescriptions- for the cure-of listening weaknesses

Direbtingt: .Readlhroughihe Cures:listed below and select one for each of the three problems
you railke0=1-, 2, and 3 in Step,?.

_

rn

1. -Fortit lourself-to _pay attention -to the speaker.
2. Pick,Otit;the.Main !Cleas from what the speaker is trying to say.
-lake nOtbS,.if-nedissaiY,-but,do not try to get -down the exact words of the speaker.
4. Evaluate What the` ,speakeris,saying wtiOn your thinking-process.isahead of the speaker's

5.. Listen ,calmly Without emotion so.that-you can hear what you are supposed to hear, not what
--you, want to hear or-6)0kt to hear.
6kEtSbn'Your guard.solhat your prejudices.do_not scramble the.message.
7. ;Preparaybursejflo -listenrby opening your mind-to thelspeaker's words.
8 Partittontion to the-speaker. .Do'not think about whatrti are going-to respond.
---5rListeri-to-what-thespeakeris7saying:--Do'not-read.your-thoughts-into-the-message.
1 0..Ask qd_estiont to really-. understand-either the-statements or words-that may-"rub-you the
wrong-way."
'11.. -AC.-_.ept-lhe,fact that-.everyone -has a-lot tbleartvand determine to learn something new or
interettinglrom tach,personAOWhorn, you- listen.
12. Lliten -With:the idea-that-the speaker is on yourside until the speaker has proved otherwise.

PART'S:, YOUR LIStENING:_STRENGTHS AND ATODES
THIS PART OF THE ACTIVITY GIVES YOU A CHANCE TO ANALYZE YOUR LISTENING STRENGTHS AND
TO RATE THEM: YOU WILL THEN ANALYZE YOUR ATTITUDES,

INSTROCTIONS TO STUDENTS:
STEP 1:

'Follow along, as each statement-is read to you by the teacher. Check the space that

best describes how often you -show that strength.

Afr: Always, U

S = Sometimes, and N t Never

STEP 2:

Identify your -three beStstrengths. Rate-them 1, 2, and 3 in-the column to the right,
,according to'how you feel they can-help you on the job. (1 being the one which can
help youlherfinst.) Then write a brief sentence relating to each of your 3 best
-Strengths, telling how each can help-youlci get and to keep a job.
STEP-3:- -Fill out:the:attitudes cheddist-and scoring-on the next-page.

Step 1:

Step 2:

AUSN

1.

Do you try hard to pay attention?

AUSN

.

Do you listen with an open mind?

AUSN

3. Do you try to pick out the main ideas when you listen?
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U-S N

4. Do you take notes when necessary?

A USN

5. Do you try to see things from the speaker's point of view
before disagreeing?

A-11 $

6. Do you listen without getting emotional?

AU S N

7. Do you try to listen for and remember the main thought?

AU S N

a. When you-disagree with the,speaker, do you ask questions to
make sure you have not misunderstood?

AUSN

9. Is yotir vocabulary large enough to listen to people having
different levels of education?

AUSN

16. Is your vocabulary large enough to talk to people having
different levels of education?

AUSN

11. Do YOU try to build up your vocabulary?

AUSN

12. Do you look up words in the dictionary that you do not know?

AUSN

13. Do you listen more than you talk?

A USN

14.. Whet-directions contain numbers,-strange names, or
difficult ihstructione, do you write them down?

Step 3:

2

Judging your Listening attitudes

Check your answer to each of the following questions.

-

-A US N

1. Do you enjoy:listening?

AUSN

2. po=you find listening to others a satisfying experience?

AUSN

3. Do you think good listening habits will help you to make friends and to keep
them?

A- U S N.

4. Do you think-good listening habits will help you on the job?

To-find out how your attitude rates, give yourself 3 points for each Always checked, 2 points
for each
and-1 point for-path SOrnetimes.

Your' total score
Your rating is:
i

"Supei attituder if your score is 12 - 9
"You are doing tine.* if your score is 8 - 5
"Your attitude is not bad, but needs some improvement." if your score
is 4 2
"Your attitude needs helpr if you scored 1 - 0
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WRITITN. 'CPMMUNICATIONS
REWV1TE.

THE :MESSAGE

INSTRUCTIONt 'TatiliDEFiTS: Rewrite th3 message below on the message form

_

proVidecirelaying -the following information:

'to:

Mr: Clark;-theigraPhic artist.

Wilson
Center- called concerning his account today. Ho-has reviewed
the ad proof and Wards the retail price on the 19" color televisions changed They are listed for three
.hundied-sixty-ninePollars and ninety-five cents. He says-that they-should:be listed for two hundred
sixty-nine dollarspand nipety7five-centt; He also wants to-omit,the- illustration of-the RCA

-caflerofderis shown as model #4097. This is not the model which is on sale. Model
#4099-V is the one on sale. Please call-Mr. Wilson to confirm these changes.

-Messages- for Employees of, :A-1 Advertising; Agency
TO

419-M

,

VV

DATE

While you were out

of

.

telephoned
wants-to see_you

will call

rush

please call

Message:

VV

.

Message taken by

_

_
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WRITTEN COMMUNICATIONS
REWRITE THE MESSAGE
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Rewrite the message below on the message form
-provided, relaying the following information:
TO

r

Mr. Clark, ttè graphic artist.

a

pt-Wilson's Horne,Appliance-Centef-caped..concerning his account today. He has reviewed
the -''ad proof and wants the retail price .on the fr'colorstefevisions changed. They are listed for three

,hu0dred'ilicty-hinedollars and ninety-five. cents: He says-that they should be listed for two hundred
-:S:idY-nine-dollars and ninety-five cents. He also wants to oinitlhe:illustration of the RCA video
cassette recorder which is shown as:model-#.4097. This is not the model which is on sateModel._
t$699tVis_the.one,on-sale: 13tease-call-Mr: Wilson to

Messages for Employees of A-1 Advertising Agency
Mr. Clark

TO-

DATE

419-M

(today's date)

While you were out
of

,Mr. Wilson

Wilson's Home -Aopliance Center.

telephoned

X

will call

wants tosee you

please call

rush

X

_Message:- -Change retail price of 19" TV from $369.95
:to S269,95. -Omit illustration of RCA VCR.. The

wrong, model is shown.

Correct model is 44099-V.

Call-to confirm these changes.

'-Message taken by

(student's initials)
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SA-16
PUBLIC RELATIONS WORKSHEET
1.

List-5 stores which you enjoy shopping in.

a
b.
C.

d.
e.

2.

Explain why you enjoy shopping in these stores. Consider whether or not the salespeople
:convey a positive image of themselves and the store. Does this affect your decision to shop

_

there?

3.

list 5 stores which you don't enjoy shopping in.

a
b.
C.

e.

4.

Do the salespeople in the stores in which you don't Qrljoy shoppifig have some influence on

-your decision? Why?

5.

Consider "5public relations' activities which these stores might use to improve their
images.

a
b.
C.

d.
e.

SeI ti
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SA-17
CUSTOMER INQUIRIES WORKSHEET
list. the procedures for handling customer inquiries:

.

3.

List somereasonsforcustomerinquiries:

What would you say to a client who called to inquire about the cost otmagazine advertising
in your Fashion Magazine, Fashion Images.
Costs are:

Regional editions-Full Page (black and white)

(color)

$17,000
$29,860

Half Page (b/w and color)
Quarter Page (b/w and color)

$1 3,000

Full Page (black and white)

$52,000
$88,580

$

9,950

National editions--

(color)
Half page (b/w and color)
Quarter-Page-lb/W-and color)

$26,500

Write a brief script to explain what you would say.

Optional Activity: Role play the -situation, which is to be evaluated, for a fellow
student or for the-teacher.
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SA-17
CUSTOMER INQUIRIES WORKSHEET

1.

.Peocedures should/include

à.
b.
c.
d.

Identify the reason ,for the inquiry
Answer the iinquity
Be apcUrataand concise

friendly/;in tone
for feedback
the'client understands

e.

2.

Reasons should include

a
b.
c.

3.

ToinqUire 'about 'services/prices offer,edTo inquire, about prices
To check on existing orders

Role play should be evaluated by the following criteria

a

Did:the student identify the client's feasoh-for-calling? (15 points maximum)

'b.

-Did theLetudent;providd-ekough information to answer the inquiry?
.25"

points:, maximum)

d.,

Was the- student, aCcurate and concise? (20. points maximum)
Was -the 'conversatiOn- friendly and courteous? (15 points maximum)

e.

Did the Siudent **for-feedback? -(15 points maximum)

L.

Did the student ascertain _that the client understood wnat was said?
(10 point's maximum)

c:-

,z
--,:

,
;
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SA-18
INTERPRETING BUSINESS 'POLICIES
THERE ARE MANY BUSINESS POUCIES WHICH MAY NEED TO BE INTERPRETED FOR CUSTOMERS/
,CUENTS, SUCH AS:

PROCESSING TIME FOR ADVERTISEMENTS
COMPANY JTULES_AND-REGULATIONS'

LAY OUT:PROCEDURES
COSTS
IN INTERPRETING BUSINESS POLICIES TO CUSTOMER/CUENTS.THE FOLLOWING TIPS ARE
HELPFUL:

1.

3.

4.
5.
6.

State thOpecific policy .which-appliesia the circumstances.
this situation exists
Make only accurate statements., If you don't know, ask someone else. Do not misrepresent
the company by, making false,statements/false claims.
Remember,. honesty: is theteSt policy.
Be straightforward With your answers. Do not evade the issue.
Remain friendly and positive with the customer/client. Do not dwell on the negative.

Can youldentify-good-and`bad examples of interpreting bUsiness policies?
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CUSTOMER BUYING MOTIVES
-2EOPLE BUY BENEFITS
They ask:

What will this, product/service. do for me?
_ _Why_

is..what;:yOa-are-Sayirig-important-to-7me?--

my-Should:I care?'
Willyopf-product= ielp me to salve a problem?
,

Will 'it -make -me- hapPyWhat'advantages,does-your

product/service have for me?

:PEOPLE BUY BENEFITS - NOT-TEATURE64
1BuyingsMotiVes are reasons or benefits that cause people 'o buy products and services to satisfy
-their:needs,arid wants.

Price
Assortment
Prestige
Convenience_

Quality
Accuracy

Efficiency
Recognition
Economy
'BUYING MOTIVES
Rational motives - -are based on reason, logic and good judgment.
Emotional. motives- -are based on the customer's emotions, feelings, and impulses.
Patronage Motives-rare things which cause the customer to'buy from one business rather than
another.

APPEALING TO THESE.MOTiVES IS THE WAY TO MAKE'SALES!
Examples:

Emoiional -- "With the purchase of this advertising package you will become
the envy of all of -your competitors."

Patronage -- "Remember, we are the only radio station in this listening area
that has in-house ad preparation. This lowers your cost for
radio spots."
Rational

r, "This type of promotion is guaranteed to increase your customer

traffic by 15%."
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SA-32
PURPOSES OF SHOWING OR CREATING EXAMPLES
OF THE PRODUCT
FOR USE IN SELLING TO CLIENTS

To dramatize the sale.

"As you can see by this exarripleour-colors-are-clear, sharp and very eye-catching."
To.appeal-to customer's rational, and emotional motives.

"Look at:this.sign. Its letters are painted in a caligraphy style which is very
romantid'and quite appropriate for your Victorian Inn."

_To-illustratelh-e-tiatiiiiCal'ispects of the product.
"ThiSlexaMpre illUstrates the process which we use to print your magazine fold-out
advertisement."
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SUGGESTION SELLING

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read and answer the following questions about
suggpstiomsefling..

1.

Salespeople's attempts to increase the aistomer's purchases by suggesting additional
items is Called

2.

3:-

A salesperson should make suggestions to customers based on the customer's
"HOW- do businesses benefit-from making suggestion sales?

4.

Hnw might a salesperson benefit from making suggestion sales?

5.

How can suggestion selling be of benefit to the customer?
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SA-30
SUGGESTION SELLING

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS:, Read and answer the following questions about
suggestion-selling.

1.

Salespeople's attempts to increase the.oustomers purChases by suggesting additional

iterriOs-called SUGGESTION SELLING.

'A salesperson should make suggestions to customer's bated on the customers NEEDS

AND WANTS:

3.

How do_buSinesses benefit,from making suggestion sales?

INCREASED 'PROFITS
INVENTORY IS 'REDUCED MORE QUICKLY
CUSTOMER GOODWILL IS (11CREASED

4.

How might a salesperson benefit from making suggestim sales?

POSSIBLE INCREASES IN COMMISSIONS'
SAVES TIME
INCREASES THE SALESPERSON'S VALUE TO "*HE STORE

5.

How can suggestion selling be of benefit to the customer?

MORE SATISFYING:PURCHASES
CAN 'BE A TIME.SAVER
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FOLLOWING UP ON SALES

Techniques for following up on sales:

Surveys

Mailing lists
Telephone contacts

On-site visits

Reasons for following up on sales:

'To Advertise new products/services
To increase customer/client satisfaction
To improve customer relations
To solicit, additional business
To observe the success of original purchases

FOLLOW' ':;PS CAN PROVIDE BUSINESSES WITH SUCH INFORMATION AS: TESTIMONIALS OF
CUSTOMER SATISFACTION, COMPLAINTS, SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENTS, IDEAS FOR NEW
'PRODUCTS/SERVICES TO OFFER.

.

FOLLOW-UPS CAN PROVIDE CUSTOMERS WITH SUCH INFORMATION AS: UPCOMING SALES
AND PROMOTIONS, PRODUCT UPDATES, SUGGESTIONSADEAS FOR IMPROVING BUSINESS, USING
THE PRODUCTS/SERVICES.
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EVALUATION MEASURES
SELLING

'COMPETENCY GOAL 4: The learner will demonstrate the ability to utilize selling
:tech n iqUes4.,in .advertising arid. promotion.

-00MPETEN-DY'QSJECTIVE 4.01.: Explain the purpose and importance of selling.

Test "tern .0044.0-01'
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS:, Read each of the following statements. -Deterthine if
each statement islive_or false. Record the correct response (true or false) in the blank to the
left.of eaCh-statement.

1.

Selling is assisting the customer in making a wise purchasing decision.

2.

Sales are not important to the operation of a business.

3.

It- is important for businesses to provide courteous, friendly service- to
their customers..

4.

In business, many people's jobs depend on salespeople.

5.

Salespeople do 'not usually represent the business tb-the customers/clients.

'Test- item 004-4;01-02

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read each of the following statements. Determine if
eacbstatementis true or false. Record the correct response (true or false) in the blank to the
left:of-each- statetnent.

t.

Personality is important in selling..

.2-.--Butinesses-depend on.repeat.customers..

3.

Selling involves persuading others to accept your ideas.

4.

Selling raise: atusiness' profits.

5.

The most important job of a salesperson is to make as many sales as
possible.
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COMPETENCY OBJECTIVE 4.02: -Identify the steps in the selling process.

Test item v 004-4.02-01

INSTRUCTIONS TO' STUDENTS: Match the steps of a sale in COLUMN I with the
desOriptions4n-COLUMN II:by writing the letter of the description in the blank.to the left of
each term..

COLUMN I

COLUMN II

I.

Attention

a

Demonstrate product's benefits

2.

Interest

b.

Make contact with the client

3.

Desire

c.

Ask the client to make a purchase

4.

Conviction

d.

Review the benefits, look for buying signals

e.

Question to determine client's wants and

5.. Action

needs

'rest item 004-4.02-02

INSTRUCTIONS TO. STUDENTS: Identify the steps of the sale which are described by
each of the-statements below. Write your choice in the blanks to the left of each description.
1.

The. client purchases an advertisement from the newspaper.

2. You show the client a study demonstrating the-effectiveness of billboard
advertising.

3. You ask the client about the products he/she wishes to promote in an
advertising campaign.

4. You contact a new localtusiness-to offer-the services of your advertising
department.

5.

You help a customer plan an advertising campaign.
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COMPETENCY OBJECTIVE 4.03: Recognize the value of effective communications in selling.

Test item 004-4.03-01

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read each of the following statements. Determine,if
each statement- is-true or false. Recorcrthe correct response in the blank to the left of each
.statement.

1. Communication from an emplp. er or manager

an employee is known as

upward communication.

-2. Communications concerning business matters are known as formal
communications.

3. A medium is a method used tolransmit communications.

4. Communications is the transmitting of information or messages With
understanding, from the sender to the receiver.

5. Feedback is negative signals sent back to the sender by the receiver.

Test item 004-4.03-02
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read each of the following statements. Determine if
each statement is true or false. Record the correct response in me blank to the left of each
statement.

1.

Tone of voice often conveys a meaning to a message-.

2. "Yeah, this is the advertising department," is an example of poor
communications skills.

3. When listening you should listen for the facts, ideas and feelings of the
speaker.

4.- You-should-always try to havi the last word when talking with customers/
clients.

'5.

Proper enunciation of words is important when trying to convey a businesslike image.
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OMPETEN,PSt OBJECTIVE

'Develop *tonality traitt/work, habits important to business.

Test` item :-604-4-.04,01

=1f TRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: In the blank to-the left of each statement, place the
-letteiiif,the response which 'best 'completes the-statement:

1.

,Personality traits include all of the following except
a initiative
c. courtesy
b. age
d.
honesty
2.. The ability to say the right thing at the right-time is

3.

a'

poise

b.

ambition

c. self-Confidence
d. tact
Enthusiasm is-

a

the ability tOga ahead on your own
shoWing an interest in, yciur Work
-c. :a Willingness to work with others
d. faith :in oneself
4. Taking initiative. means
a: having 'the ability-to go.ahead on your own
b. being willing :to. work with others
c. being conceined with the feelings of others
-el:
having faith in one's own abilities
5. Being-ablelo'be counted on to do the job is

b.

a initiatiVe.
b. -seg,corifidence
c. dependability
d. cooperation

Test item 004 -04 -02

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: 'Read the following case stud); and answer the
.questions- which -follow.
Lillian Meyers-is a new employee with Anderson's Ad Agency. She has been invited out to lunch
by:tWo veteran employees,,Jo Brown and Sam Dunn. During-lunch Jo comments on thenew policies for
-earning-tommissions. She, complains that the new. policy is unfair and that she is not making the money
that **usedto-make.. Lillian.,agrees-that the policy seems unfair, especially to new employees. She

_says. -toetlilita-company Oare_abobtits employees?*
Later that afternoon, ullian 'is called into the: Advertising Directors office.
_

--

He reprimands her
for her comments and suggests that she might:be happier in a position with another agency. Lillian
realizes that someone-reported her comments to the boss.
j"..

What-did Lillian-do wrong?-

2.

If you were-in Lillian's position, how would you have handled the luncheon situation? What
would you have done differently?

"3.

How do you think the Adv-ertising Director feels toward Lillian now?

4...

What might Lillian do to correct this serious mistake?
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COMPETENCY OBJECTIVE 4.05: Describe the nature apositive customer/client relations.
Test =item 004-4.05 -01

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read each of the following questions and respond in
the space provided.

1.

is it important to offer customer/client services such as free delivery, free estimates,
and parking? If so, why?

2.

How can public relations influence a busineSs' profitability? Explain.

3.

Name 5 public relations activities a store might use to maintain or build a good image.

4.

Explain how you can use your hands and your voice to influence customers and build good
customer relations.

5.

How can an employee who is not

at to-the business hurt public relations?

Test item 004-4:05-02
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read the following case study and answer the
questions which follow.
Allison Perkins-isan.emplciyee with a new advertising agency, Bell and Associates. She has been asked
to develop a list of activities which might be used to promote a good public image to potential clientele.

1.

Name 3 activities which Allison might include in her list.

2.

Explain how each activity will influence potential clientele.
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COMPETENCY OBJECTIVE 4.06: Handle customer. inquiries.

Test item 604-4.66-01

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: -Read the following case study and answer the
'questions-which- -follow.

;Mark AndersOn,:an employee with Parson's-13114,1W and Sign Company, receives a leiter
inquiring'about- the:prices of billboards. He krtOwSthat billboards- are priced according -to gross
:rating pointsAnd.come in_pedcage:deals, The pack*:with the most exposure for the
advertisenientiSihe-100 -GRP;Package costing $800:0t00 one month. There are other
packages-available for less money which-proVide lesS exposure.

1.

11,:46 guidelines which Mirk should follow to handle this inquiry.

2.

Assume that Mark intends to answer this inquiry by visiting the potential client in person.
Write a brief role-play/script describing what Mark might say to answer this inquiry.

Test item 004-4.06-02

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read the following.case-study and answer the
question Which follows.
Jackson Austin Calls your radio station to inquire about a radio spot announcement your
advertising-department prepared for his business, Austin's Antiques. Mr. Austin is upset
because he has just heard his ad on the radio and the address of his business was not stated at the
end otthe ad as it was on the demonstration tape which he approved.
You know that Mr. Austin must not have continued to listen to the broadcast, becatite his

advertisement was cut off by a Special Weather Bulletin and was replayed immediately
'following the report in its entirety.
What would you do to handle Mr. Austin's inquiry?

Write-a short role-play/script to describe what you would say to Mr. Austin.
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COMPETENCY OBJECTIVE 4.07: Interpret business policies to customers/clients.

Test item 004-4.07-01

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read the following case study and answer the
questions which follow.
You are an employee of the local newspaper in the advertising department. On Wednesday you
receive a-telephone call from Mr. Louis Wynn; of Wynn's Florist, concerning the advertisement
he:placed for-his business on Tuesday-aftemoon at 2:00 p.m. The newspaper's policy requires
that ell:orderste placed,by noon of the day prior to the day on which they are to appear in the
newspaper.

Why was Mr. Wynn's advertisement omitted from the Wednesday paper?

Write a brief script explaining hoW you would interpret the newspaper's policy to Mr. Wynn.

-Tett -Hein 664-4.07-02
_-

INSTRUCTIONS,. TO, STUDENTS: Each of the following is an example of employees who
atednierpreting business policies to customer/clients. Place an X in the blank to the left of
those examples which are ways to properly interpret policies.
1.

"Mr. Jones, I empathize with your predicament but the company policy
requires that all orders be paid for in advance."

2.

"Mrs. Walters, the delay in the processing of your order is due to the fact
that we have not received your last payment."

3.

I'm sorry. We can't deliver until you pay up."

4.

"Mr. Andrews, thank you for your understanding. The additional charges
are due to the changes which you made in the quality of paper for your
fliers."

5.

"I think that your order should be in the mail by now, Sir."
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COMPETENCY OBJECTIVE 4.08: Open the sales presentation.

Test, itani 0044:08-01

INSTRUCTIONS TO : STUDENTt: Read each of the following situations and write a
brietdesCriptiOn:Of how you would open the,sale.

Situation):You are acsalesperson witbJameson's.Printing Company. Two customers who are dressed in shorts
-arkil-ahittaenter and-begin looking-at the
card, catalog. They begin to discuss the merits of
'bpsiness cards and-are-paying-spacial attention to those cards which use two color printing. You have
just finished:packaging a-regular customer's order.. How Will you open the sale?

Situation

2

You are an advertising sales representative for Helmond's Advertising Agency. You are calling on
Dillahunt Ford,to propose an advertising campaign td the owners. How will you open the,-sale?

Situation-1
-YOU-iiie:iialaSparsonfoTtlia Triangle Professional Magazine. You are calling Dr. Simmons, a local
.dentist, -to-attempt to sell an advertisement to him for next month's issue which will highlight the
Medical profession. How will-you open:the sale?

Situation 4
You are an employee with Wilson's Sign Shop. A former customer, Mr. Johnson, comes into the shop.
You know that he is building a -new location'for his office supplies store. How will you open the sale?

Situation 5
You are an advertising sxecuthie for the,Morrow Ad Agency. You are about to present a new idea for a
lelevision:commerbial to, your client, Air Express. Your client's company specializes in overnight
deliveries; You-want to propose an advertisement_ which will feature this service and emphasize the
company's excellent, customer. service record. How will you open this sale?
.
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Test item 0044.08-02
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read the following situations and answer the
-questiong Which follow each one.

Situation

1

customerenteif Mason's Sign Shop. The customer stops to look atthe display of expoSed neon
signer A-salesParSon "pounceS" on the,customer as soon as he/she stops in front of the neon sign

:display: The salesperson asks, May i help you?" The Customer replies, "I'm-just looking right
now, thanks:"

1.

Did the salesperson approach the customer in the appropriate manner?

2.

What type of approach might the.salesperson have used to avoid getting a negative
response?

Situation 2
IC011ent comes, into your advertising agency office and says that she wants to look at examples of
specialty advertising items, Your Assistantgives-her a- catalog- which-illustrates satirpleS. Your

clianikeeliiiiiurning to the page containing illustrations of printed ink pens and pencils.

1.

When should the sale be opened?

2.

What approach.would be most appropriate?

Situation '3
One of your Clients, Mr. Jones, calls and you remember that he has just returned from a
convention in the. Bahamas.

1.

What type of approach might you use with Mr. Jones?

2.

Explain your choice.
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'COMOETENCY,OBJECTIVE 4.09: Question customers/clients for information.

Teit; item 004-4.09-01

"INSTRUCTIONS. TO STUDENTS: In the blank to the left of each statement, place the
letter Of,th'reiponseiwhich best completes or answers the statement.
1.. Which-of the-following, strAtements; is a t. refit of questioning your customers/
Clients?
a. -otiestlenitig helpS, the salespersomobtain Information from-customers.
b. duestioning helps th salesperson satisfy customers.
6: Ouestioning:helpethe saleiperson better understand customers.
Ail 'of these: answers! are Correct.

.2. Assumptive questions are ones Which yoU ask when_you think that you
know
.a :hcn'!4 thecUstOrher feels
c; What the customer will say
b. -What the ,customer is-thinking
d. All of these answers are correct.

3. Interpretive questions-are used by the salesperson to
a close thesale
c. get the customer's attention
b. overcome cuitomere,objections
d. clarify what the customer said
4'. The hunter of questions which you ask a customer /client should be
a. limited to three
c. limited to ten
b. unlimited
d. deierinined by the situation

5. "Which do you like better? The billboard with the photo of the business or
.thene with the large business logo printed in-blue?" is-an-example-of a(n),
question.

a general
__Jo.

c.
d.

assumptive

open ended

interpretive

Test item 004-4.09-02

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read:each of the following ,statements. Determine if
each statement is true or false. Write the correct response (true or false) in the blank to the
left of each. Statement.,

1. The type of custortier you are dealing with has no effect on your questioning
technique.

2. Yotrshould,have a purpose foall of your questions.
3. Technical terminobgy should be used when questioning customers.
4. Good questionsehould be personal.

5. You should question customers in a rapid manner in order to move on to the
sales demonstration.
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Test- item 0044.09-63

INSTRUCTIONS TO THE TEACHER: Supply the students with products which are
representative of the- advertising industry, such as an Ad layout, samples of advertising
-products;:Specialty advertising items, etc. Allow students to select one product. They should
itudy:lhe,,ProdLiot for.5-10 minutes and prepare a role-play in which they will demonstrate
their-Skiltin'.Using-questioning techniques. you- may play ,the part of the customer or allow
'ariotheretudentto role -play the part. Students should-be evaluated on their skill in.questioning

*ittomerstolierris.

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Study the advertising product supplied by your
teacher. You will be questioning an undecided customer to help him/her make a purchase
'decision. You-will role-ray this situation with the teacher or another student. Your role is
that of a salesperson. The teacher or another student will be the customer.

The following, guidelines will help in you'r preparation:
Ask open ended; assumptive, and interpretive questions.
Have a.purpOse for all questions.

Limit the number of questions you ask.
Space out your questions.

Remain interested in the customer.

tailor your questions to the customer type and to the situation.
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:COMPETENCY OBJECTIVE 4.10: Address the needs of individual personalities.

.,''Test item 004-4.10=01

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read-each of the following.statements. Determine if
eaCh'statem ent-is true or false. Record the correct response (true or false) in the blank to
the left of each statement.

1. A decided customer knows what he/she wants.

2. The most difficult customer to sell is the undecided customer.
3. A salesperson,should not offer a course of action to an undecided customer.

This will only confuse him/her.
4. The customer who is.only mildly Interested is referred to as the lust
looking" customer.
5. The customer who is well informed is most often the "decided customer type.

Test Item 004-4.10-02

INSTRUCTIONS TO 'STUDENTS: Match the customer type in COLUMN II with the
suggestion for handling customer types in COLUMN I.

COLUMN I

COLUMN II

1. Questizin this type to determine
needs, likes, and dislikes
2. Give immediate assistance
to this type

3. Approach this type when the
customer Indicates interest

4. Make positive statements
about the product
=mrammM/

5. Follow up on this type of customer
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a.

decided customer

b.

"just looking" customer

c.

undecided customer

COMPETENCY OBJECTIVE 4.11: Use buying motives as the basis for sales promotion.

test item 004-4.11-01

INSTRUCTIONS TO, STUDENTS: In the blank to the left of each statement, place the
letter of the response which best completes or answers the statement.

1. When customers buy based on their feelings, they are using
buying motives.

a

rational

c.

irrational

b.

emotional

d.

patronage

2. When customers buy based on logical reasoning, they are using
buying motives.
a patronage
c. emotional
b. rational
d. All of these answers are correct.

3. When customers buy from one store, rather than another, they,are
demonstrating a
buying motive:
a rational
c. *irrational
b. emotional
d. patronage
4. An example of an emotional buying motive is
a a concern for accuracy
c. seeking increased productivity
b. wanting group approval
d. wanting quality materials

5.
a.

b.

would illustrate a patronage, buying motive.
c. ,A wide variety of merchandise/
.
'services from which to choose
' d. All of these answers are correct.

Goad prices
Courteous salespeople

6. The salesperson's effective use of buying motives benefits customers
because
a they become repeat customers
c.
-b. their needs and wants are satisfied d.

they tell others about the store
their merchandise returns
decrease

7. Salespersons benefit from using and discovering customer buying motives
because
.
a they have more complaints
b. they gain confidence in their

ability to sell
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c.
d.

their needslwantc are satisfied
they lose repeat customers

Test item 004-4.11-02

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read the following case study and answer the
following questions.

Paul is a sales representativefor the local newspaper: A client, John Crawford of Crawford's
Deli, calls and says, "Paul, you've got to help me do some advertising! That Rosenthal guy is
stealing,all rity-lundh time customers. `Wharcarf
db tolf010 tile get my customers backf
1.

.

3.

Are Mr. Crawford's buying motives rational or emotional?

What benefits will there be for Paul if he can help Mr. Crawford plan a successful
campaign to regain his customers.

What benefit does Mr. Crawford expect to gain from buying advertising?
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;COMPETENCY OBJECTIVE 4.12: Facilitate customer buying decisions;

Test: AO 004-C12,01

'INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read each of the following statements. Determine if
eaCh,,stateMent is true or false. Write the correct response (true or false) in the blank to the
,left-ofeach Statement.

1. The final decision to buy a product/service is a buying decision.
2. Customers are making a need decision when they decide that they have a need

for a product service.
3. Customers usually do not make need decisions until they make contact with
a salesperson.
4. Customers are making a time decision when they decide which type, model
or brand to purchaSe.
5. Customersare making a place decision when they decide where to buy.

Test item 004-4.12-02

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read each of the following statements. Determine if
each statement is true or false. Write the correct response (true or false) in the blank to the
left of each statement.

1. A customer may choose one business over, another because of its reputation.
2. Sales are often lost because salespeople do not help customers decide when to
buy.

3. An indifferent salesperson does not affect customers' buying decisions.
4. General terms should be used to relate features and benefits to customers.

5. When you have a reputation"for being sincereand honest with customers,
they trust you and will often accept your suggestions.
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tOMPOINCYOBJECTIVE4.13: Use feature/benefit selling.

'Test- Item-004-4;13-0f
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read each of the following statements. In the blank to the left of
-each statement, place thelettersit the-response which best confOletes the statement.
1
'Feature/benefit- selling* is best defined as the part of the selling process in
which
-.
a. a salesperson = first approaches customers
-b. sidespeopie_show that- the product/service provides the desired satisfaction
c. customers identify their reasons for not buying
-d. customers explain their reasons for buying a product/service
2. A characteristic of a product/service which a customer can touch, sae, smell, or
measure is known as a(n)
a.- objeCtion
c. feature
b. benefit:
d. buying motive
3. The advantage that a customer hopes to gain,from a product is/are its
a. benefits
t: wants
b. -needs.
d: features
4. Benefits which are not readily seen without the help of salespeople are called
:benefits.
obviouS
c. hiddenb. exclusiVe
d. unique
5. An advantage that
available from other products/services is called
benefits.

a., obvious
b. unique/exclusive

-c. hidden
d. apparent

Test item 04-4:13;"02'
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Reid:each of the following statements. In the blank to the left of
each-Statement-place the letter of the response which best completes- or_answers the statement.
1. Uniq*or -novel-features provide
over the competition.
a. priae objections
c, no benefits
b. selling: advantages
d. All of these answers- are correct.
2. If a cuSomer asks, °What:letter style is this?' The salesperson needs to explain
the features and benefits- relating to the-product's
a. uses
c. service and warranty
b. appearance a
yle
d., conitrUction, materials, workmanship
3 A-customer-says tbio he/she wishes to-create a fashionable image for his/her
business. The .--salesperson should_ ditnuss features that are related-to
a. Cost- of the- PrOducIliervice
c, appearance and style of the product
b. construction and materials used
warranfiss-and guarantees
-4. Hovi-Can a.salesperson -.determine what product benefits a customer is seeking?
a. By listenintfci the- customer
c: Watching the customer
b.- AtkinOs qixistione:of the 'Customer d. All of these answers are correct.
5. WhichJeatiires:a4 benefits shoUld-a salesperson emphasize to a customer?
a. =Those in-Which the ,ccistomerindicates an interest
b. Those whiqh-are hidden ,and not:easilysteen
c. All oflhe featurei
nefite_of the product/service
d. Only those features _anci-qinef4 which-are obvious
_
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COMPETENCY OBJECTIVE 4.14: Show/create examples of the product.

Test item 004-4.14-01

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: You are-,an employee of Hanson's Department Store in
the Visual'inefchandising department. Youtave been asked to create a rough sketch for an
,Easter display- viindow, measuring 14' X 8' X'S' (a rectangular area). You know that you must

sell".youridea to:the DiSplay Director. You must prepare a display sketch whichlbu feel will
attract new: customers arid help you increase sales for this season. Sketch a plan for a display to
present. to the Display- birecto:
You should show your sketch to your teacher and explain how you.think the diSplay will help to
increase sales.

Test item 004-4.14-62

INSTRUCTIONS TO ST'JDENTS: Read each of the following statements. Determine if
the statement is true or false. Write the correct response (true or- false) in the blank to the
left of each statement..

1. Product examples are used to dramatiie sales presentations.

2. Product examples can demonstrate the product's effectiveness.
3. You should use product. examples which are appealing to yourself when you
are selling to the customer.

4. Showing an example of the product can help exp!ain technicalities to the
customer -which might otherwise have been misunderstood.
5. You should use examples which' appeal to the customer's reason and emotions.

6. Satisfied customer's statements (testimonials), when used with examples
of the-product, are not very effective in helping the customer make a buying
decision.
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..COMPETENCY- OBJECTIVE -4.15: Handle customer /client objections.

Test' item 0044,15-01
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read each of the following statements. In the blank to the left of
each.etatenient. place theletter of the response which best completes the statement.
,Ac.knowledging an objectic-A and answering it in a courteous, tactful, and objective
manner ,without directly contradicting -the customer is called the
mettod,Of handling objections.
a. inquiry.
c. testimonial'
b. "yes, but . . .
.
d. boomerang/toss-it-back
2. The-method for handling an objection which uses the-statement of a neutral third
party is- called the
method.
-a. try it (contingent)
c. testimonial
1

3.

,01yoami

b.
d. Inquiry
When handling an-objection to quantities or. package deals, salespeople should
-emphasize
.to -the- customer:
a. tile-long 'term benefits
c. product usefulness
b. the co-St savings
d. All of these answers are correct.

4. The proper approach for objections to

is to get the detailt outin the-

.openend-toolear .up any. misunderstanding _which createc_this_objection_as_quickly
as possible:
a. company
c. quantity/package deals
b. time
d. need

5.

Having thorough knowledge of your business and ft-preducteand services is most
helpful-in Overcoming objections to
c. need
a. time
b. quantity/package.-.deals
d. product

Test item- 004-4.15-02
INSTRUCTIONS. TO STUDENTS: Read each-Cf the following questions. In the blank to the left of
each question, place_the letter- of the response which .best answers the question.

1.

How do you answer a customer /client's objection to show that- you understand

his/her point of view?
By showing empathy
c. By pausing
By avoiding, an argument
d: By being honest
WhAt-is,the purpose-of restating the-customers objection?
-a. To avoid-inteirupting thb customer
c. To clarify the objection
a.,

b.

2.

:b.

3.

To turn,ii into-A selling-point

-d.

All Of these answers are correct

Why, should objections be answered-honestly?
a. To show sincerity
c: -Toestablish credibility
b. For good long-40m relations
d. -All of these answers. are correct.

4.

Which of The following is ih first Stepin handling an objection?
a. Shmiiing empathy fortheOfistonitif
c. "Littenirigf carefully
b. Turning :objections into selling points d. Restating the objection
5. Why- shoUld'you .pause -befo re answering a customer's objection?
.a. TO
the customer know-that you-are not upset or on the-defensive
c.

To get -.the -customer's full attention
To create-an- atmosphere in 'which-the customer is more likely to listen to

d.

youi response
All of' these- answers are correct.

b.
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:COMPETENCY OBJECTIVE 4.16: Close the sale.

Test .item 004-4.16-01

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Match the closing techniques in COLUMN I with the closing
iwiternente in COLUMN II. Write the letter= of the closing: statement in the blank to the left of the
clOsing technique.

.COLUMN I

1. Assumption close

COLUMN II
a.

"Mr. Hughes, let me review the benefits you will
receive from this advertising package."

b.

'May we add this to your account?'

c.

"You will want a copy of the-advertisement for
your files, won't you?"

d.

"Which location for the billboard do you prefer?"

e.

"I know that you will enjoy having the increased
sales this ad will bring into your store.'

2. Choice- close

3. Direct close
4. Suggesting ownership close
-5. Summary close

Test item 004-4.16-02
INSTRUCTIONS 1'0 STUDENTS: Read each of the following statements about closing sales. In the
blank to the left of-each-statement, place the letter of the response which best answers the statement.
What is the point m the sales wasentation when the salesperson get. the desired
agreement - from the customer?
a. Sales talk
c. Sales- presentation
b. Sales close
d. Customer objection
2. Whicka the follciWing is a-guideline for closing-sales?
a. Leave-the customer with a c. Try to oversell
decision to make
b. use a negative-approach
d. Always be closing
3. Why should a salesperson show confidence-in-him/herself in the sales close?
a. It shows customers that the-salesperson-is not 'pushy ".
b. It shows customers that the salesperson is too eager.
c. It reassures the-customer about-his/her buying decision.
d. it makes the customer feel that he /she -has to buy.
4. Which :of the following is a stegative close?
a. ""I know .that you.
happy withithis advertisement."
b. "When-you use these ..."
c.
hope- that you will find this satisfactory."
d. "This is -going tolitake your-sales improve at least 5%"
5. Why shouldialespersans evoid, overselling the customer?
a: -Overselling, ifiteifeies with Customer buying- decisions.
1-,

z

b.
c.

d:

OversellinciIsives_custornerst.-_satisfied.
Overselling - avoids negative -closes.
Overselling _mikes bigger cettimissions-for salespeople.
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_COMPETENCY OBJECTIVE 4.17: Use suggestion selling.

test:ltern 04-4.17-01
"INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read,each of the.following statements about
suggestion
:Inlhe blank to the left of each statement record the response which best
linSwers the: statement:.

1. 'Which of-the following statements best describes suggestion selling?
A:POlicy for .waiting on customers
b. Aggressive-attempts to sell additional products/services'
a.

Suggestions made by salespeople to increase a customer's purchases
Suggesting;that a customer use his/her credit card

2. What should the salesperson do when making tug-gestion sales?

a Be passive and wait for the customer to take the lead
b.: .Be sincere in his/her efforts to be of service to the customer
c. Be- reasonably "pushy" (use high pressure selling techniques) in order to
be successful
d: Limit the suggestions
to those items relevant to the client's initial
.purchases

3.

On what-should you base suggestion sales?

a The amount-of merchandise available
b,.. The commisSion,deSired by,,the salesperson

c. The profitS to be gained by the business
d. The customer's needs and wants

4. What is the primary advantage of suggestion selling to the business?

a It helps get rid of inventory
b. It can increase profits and promote customer goodwill
c. It is goodtraining for new employees
d.

It keeps salespeople busy

5. How does suggestion selling, benefit the customers?

a They get the benefits of the salesperson's expertise
b. They-get more for-their money
c. They can purchase needed items at One time, in one place
d. Their patronage is more valuable to the business
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Test item 004-4.t7-02
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: In the blank to the left of each statement, place the
letter.of the response-which bestanswers or completes the statement.
1. Which of the following would best be suggested to a customer who is working
with a small advertising budget?
New merchandise
b. Special purchase deals
a.

c.
el:

Higher prided items (selling up)
Products forspecial occasions.

2. What.kind of-salesntion would have the best chance of success with
suggestion selling?'

a One .who is talkative with' customers
b. One who is thoroughly familiar with producteservices
c. One who is very friendly
d One who is interested in helping the client make the best buying decisions
3. Which of. the following statements "best describes "selling up?"

a Suggesting a larger quantity/package deal
b. Attempting to sell more of the product
c. Persuading the client
a better quality or highe r priced product/
service
d =Using high pressure to try to sell more merchandise
4. When should suggestion selling be used?

a After the customer -has bought his/her original purchase
b. After the customer's original purchase request ..has been satisfied

c. .About one week after the original sale has been made
d After the salesperson has reassured the customer

5. What is the one most important thing for salespeople to emphasize when
suggestion selling?

a Easy credit terms
b'.

c.
d.

The price of the additidnal merchandise/service
Special services'offered with additional puichases
The benefits of purchasing the-suggested merchandise/service
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COMPETENCY OBJECTIVE 4.18: Explain,follow-up techniques.

-:Tett. 'item .0044.18-0'y'
,

04,10.06.TIONS-'TO STUDENTS: Read each of the following staternents. Determine if
,theStOtefilefitIO true or false. Write the correct response (true or false)in.the blank to the
'left Oteech.tiaternenL
1. Follow-ups ere-Used to Inform customers of new-products in which they
Might=have scimeinterest.-

_

2. Follow-ups are-Used-to ascertain that the customer is satisfied with the
original 'purchase.
3. Obllow,upe are one of many activities used to build good customer relations.

4. CatO files are useful for following up with customers end for providing
Information :about past purchases.

5. 'Contacting customers by telephone/'s not a proper method for following up
on sales..

Test item 004-4.18-02

.

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS:
1.

'List the 4 techniques for conducting follow-ups on customer purchases.

2.

'What kind of information might a business gather from a survey of customers?

3..

How can on-site-visits affect customer relations in a positive manner?

4'.

What sort of informa Ion might be provided to custorriers/dients who are on the business's

mailing list?
5.

List 3 reasons for conducting follow-ups.
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COMPETENCY_oBJECTIVE 4.19: Use telemarketing techniques.

leSt item, :0P45:4.19051

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read'eadh of the followino_statements. -Determine if
the statement is true or false.. Write the correct response -(true or false) in the blank to the
left,ofliacivstatemerit.._

1. -Many, businesses are increasing their use of telemarketing sales.
2. Telephone salespeople shoUld spend a considerable amount of time planning

their sales talks.
3. Telephone-selling, like'person-to-person selling/should be based on theproduct's features.
4. "Picture Phrases" help the customer to see the. productover the phone.
5. "Carined sales talks" are the bestmethod of making a telemarketing
presentation.
,

Test item 004-4.19-02

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read each of the following statements and answer in
,thespace provided.
1.

Listthe steps involved in a telephone sales presentation.

a
b.
c.
d.
e.

f.
9.

2.

Why is a good sales vocabulary important in telephone selling?

3.

Select one advertisinIproduct to sell using telemarketing. List three expressive
adjectives to help the customer seethe-product over the phone.

4.

Why is it important to use the customer's name during a telephone sales situation?

5.

What are the problemsassociated with using a "canned sales talk?"
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-COMPETENCY OBJECTIVE 4.2b: Explain key factors in building a clientele.
-

,

l'isCitefii. '0044:20-01*
:(14$tROCTIO:14s,

STUDENTS: Read each-oiltIle.fo!!owing statements. betermine if
thfritateMent,itiinicof false Mite the correct response (true or false) in the blank to the

left, of 4011 statement:
-

.

1.; QUeñtéle is defined as ,regular cUstomers who, request products and services

from youptusiness..

2. A good technique for building clientele is to remember the clients' names and
their businesses when talking with -them.
3. Business garde are not,a.useful method of building clientele.
4'. Customer/client card filet shoUld-contain InforMation- about the customer's
past purchasee:

5. 'It%is not impertant to concern yourself with remembering past customers.

'INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read each of the following statements and answer in
the spade provided:

,

1-.

What is the definition of Clientele?

2.

List 5 techniques for building clientele.

3.

What types of information should be included on a customer/client card file?

-4.

What are 4- reasons customers patronize a particular business?

'5.

'Give two examPies.of goodwill
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KEY TO TEST ITEMS
1.

Item '004.4.01-01
true

2.
3.

false
true,

SELLING
Test Item

Test:

4.. ,true.
false

Test

2.
3.

1.

,true

true
false
:true
false

4.

Test

Item

004-4.02-01

2.

If the business has good PR they will'have more
customers and thus greater sales.
Free parking, "_.
Clean restrooms,
Free delivery

3.

4. "L-d5. c

Free' shipping

Test, Horn

Free ostimates
and others

004-4.02-02

Action
Desire
Interest
Attention
Conviction

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

4.

false
true
true
true
false

4:

5.

.

Item
true
true
true:
false
true

t.
2.
3.
4.
"5.

Tept
1.

Item
b

2. -4:1'
3. 'b
4.
'5.

a
a

004 - 4.03.02

2.

Item

0044:05-02

There are many possible activities. Some
possibilities include:
.
Invitations"to an Open House sent to potential
customers
Coupons mailed to potential clientele offering
discounI3 on products/services
Joining the` ocal Chamber of Commerce
Sponsoring a community activity
Explanations will vary depending upon the
activities, named

Test-- item -0044:06-0i
.

....,

Test
1.

Test

Voice can be friendly and courteous
Handshakes to make the customer feel welcome
They create negative images of the business
which influence others

5.

Test -Item '004-4.03-01
1;
2.
3.

Item. .004-4:05-01'
Yet, these activities "build-good customer

1.

b
e

2.
3.

the company and to behave in a professional
manner.
,Learn more about Situations and talk with her
employer.

004-4.01-02

relations. ,

Test
1.

I Would not have made the negative comments.

The Advertising Director is probably very
concerned about Lillian's ability to be loyal to

'

Item

2.
3.
4.
5.

004-4.04-02
Lillian was too critical of a situation of which
she knows very little.

1.

_

1.

004-4.04-01

Identify the reason. for the inquiry

Aniwer the inquiry
Be accurate
Be friendly in tone
Ask for feedback
Ascertain that the customer understands
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.Tiole:play guidelines:
Did. the student, identify the client's reason
'fOr -Writing?

ASeign 'tap.- to 15 polpts.
.WfuvenOughinforination given to answer

thelnqUity?

A'lap` 'tip- to. 25 'points.
Wu, the information -accurate and concise?

.kiilin?,tivto 20 points.

Test

Item '004-4.08-01
Situation 1Service approach may be used,
customers shave already indicated some interest
in a particular type of merchandise
Situation 2Merchandise approach
Situation 3-- Merchandise approach
Situation '4--Greeting approach
Situation 5-- Merchandise approach

'Wes -,the ione'of the answer 'friendly and

Test

=;941109411?*

Situation 1

ASSign up to, 20 points.

004-4.08-02

1. No

Was it*-Inquiry,:-ansWeredl

2. Merchandise or greeting approach
Situation 2
1. After it is' observed that' she keeps returning
to the printed_pens and pencils
2. Service/Merchandise combination

`Wailhe;inforriation-accUrate and concise?

Situatien
1. Greeting ,approach

,_:01,01,:leedliack;requestedr-

'Assign .upAp 20 points.

,

Item

'Test

itim -0044.0642'

Assign _tip ',to :25 points.
Wasithe tone friendly.and courteous?

Assigh

2. Mr. Jones is already a client. You want to
show that you are interested

'to 25 .points.

Was a proper explanation. made?

Test

Assign 'up' to. 25' points.

1. d
2. d
3. d

TEST. ITEM

004-4.07=01-

Mr. W,ynn's advertigement was omitted because
he did not meet the noonsleadline.

Item

004-4.09-01

item
1. false

004-4.09-02

4. a
5. b
Test

Role plarguidelines:
Was the policy stated?

Assign up to 25 points.
Was' a proper- explanation given for the
omission?

Assign up to. 25- points.
;Were:only accurate statements made?

Assign up-to 25- pants,

2. true
3. false
4. false
5. false
Test

004-4.0-03

interested ?-- Assign up to 20 points.

Was, thejone friendly-and positive?

Assign up to 25 points.

item

Guidelines- for evaluation:
Was the student's attitude- sincere and
Was ,there.a.purPose-for-asking-questions?'

AssIgn up to 20 points.
Teat
4

Item

004- 4.07.02

Were the number of. initial questions limited to
approximately 3? Assign up to 20 points.
Were questions spaced out?

Assign up to 20 points.
Were questions tailored to the customer type?

Assign up to 20 points.
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Test Item 004-4.10-01

Test

true
2. -false
3. false

5. true

Evaluations guidelines for the sketch:
Is sketch interesting?
Is it appropriate for the season?
Is it neat?

Test

004-4.10-02

Horn

1.

C

2.

a
b
c
b

4.
5.

lost

Item

6. b

Item

004-4.11-02

Mostly emotional
He will-gin confidence in his selling ability.
He will gain approval from the client.
Mr. Crawford's -buaineis will improve.

3.

Test

Item

1.

,trtLe:

2.
3.
4.

true
false
-false

-5.

true

Test
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

004-4.12-01

Test Item
1. true
2. true
3. false
4. true
5. true
6. false

004-4.14-02

Test
1. b

Item

004-4.15-01

Item

004-4.15-02

Item

004-4.16-01

Item

004-4.16-02

2. c
3. d
4. a
5. d
Test
1. a

Item
true
true
false
false
true

004-4.12-02

Item

004-4.13-01

Test
2.
3.
4.
5.

004-4.11-01
5. d

b

1.
2.

1-.

Is it original?
Is it creative?

7. b

d

Test

2. c
3. d
4. c
5. d
Test
1. c

-bc

2. d
3. b
4. e
5. a

a

Test

c

1. b
2. d
3. c
4. c

b

Test

Item

1.

:b

2.
3.
4.
5.

b
-b
d

004-4.14-01

proportion, harmony, etc.?
In your opinion will -this sketch help attract
new customers and increase sales?

b

2.
3.
4.

Item

Does it use display design principles of balance,

b
C

4. true

004-4.13-02

5.a

a
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Test
1'.

item '0044.17-01

a

2.b
3.d

0-

4: b
c

Test. Item

1. b
2. 0

004.4.17-02

3. ,c.

4. b
5. d

Test item

004-4.18-01

1. true
'2. true
3. true
4. true
5. false
Test

Item

004.4.18-02

1. Surveys
1-

0

TEST ITEM 004-4.19-01
1. true
2. true
3. false
4. true
5. false
Item 004-4.19-02
1. Use good vocat:tgery/dictiorr
Ask qualifying quit tier
Make evggestionstased on benefits
Get and give accurate information

Test:.

Give your name
Get the customers name and use it
Be persortibiaszend friendly
2. It promotes a professional image
3. Adjectiriliz.ushciuld be expressive
Willvary depending on product
chosen by student
4. Makes them feel like more than a telephone
number,
More personal

5. Each customer is different The same *talk*
will not be effective on, clients with different
needs, wants and interests

Mailing lists
Telephone contacts

On-site 'visits
2. Testimonials or satisfaction
Complaints
Suggestions for improvements

Test

Item

004-4.20-01

1. true
2. true
3. false
4. true
5. false

Ideas for new ,products/services to offer
3. Shows, a bokern for- the customer/client and
his/her satisfaction ,with the product/service Test Item 004-4.20-02
4. Upcoming Sales/Promotions
1. Clientele--regular customers/clients who
Product *dates
raluest products and services from your
Suggestions/Ideas

5. Should include 3 of the following:
- advertise, new products/Services
Improving:scustomer relations
saliciting additional business
observing luccese/satisfactiCn with the
product
- gathering information for future sales
- increasing customer's satisfaction

business

2. Know customers past'purchases
Remember customers/client's name
Remember-names/slogans/logos used
Give out business cards

Maintain a client card file
3. Businewhame, address, telephone number,
past purchases, special interests, etc.
4. Good quality products good quality services,
goodwill, business reputation, generosity
5. Attitudes toward customers
Generosity
Reputation

'(Two of thew three)
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